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The following Editorial appeared in the Dayton Journal, June 16.
to the perusal of our readers.
__

We take pleasure in leaving it

fi

A GREAT YEAR AT ST. MARY’S.
To Rev Bernard P. O'Reilly, president of St.
Marys Institute, The Journal extends felicitations
and

congratulations.

Yesterday, with appropriate |

exercises, which were attended by an audience that
|
tilled the big assembly room, ended the most suc: |
cesstul year of this notable institution.
The

splendid progress

institution

of

learning,

of
the

|

this famous Dayton
|
tremendous

strides

which have been made there, the devoted and unselfish labors of the faculty which have borne such
excellent fruit, is no doubt a source of gratification and satisfaction to President O’Reiiiy.

To his

untiring energy, his scholarly attainments, his love
of the work, his personal devotion to the welfare
of

the young men and boys under’ his affection-

ate care and the spirit of his enthusiastic leadership, are due the great achievements and material
and educational progress of the institute.

It is a

great work well accomplished and a criterion of
greater things to come.

The

institute

needs, we believe, several new
|

buildings to meet the demands of necessary educa:
tional

facilities and

ance.

The best tribute to St. Mary’s and its presi-

a steadily increasing attend-

dent that we know of, is to pupa

earliest possible time.

them at the
|
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Salutatory
OG
Frep P. GrunpDIsH, 711
Very Rev. President, Rev. Fathers, Respected Professors, Students, and

Alumni of St. Mary’s, Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am happy to-day to have the honor of bidding you welcome to the

Commencement Exercises of the Class of 1911.

The supreme moment of

our college life is at hand, and we are about to reap the first fruits of a
harvest, the seeds of which have been sown during four long toilsome
years of labor and study. In this hour we receive the reward of tasks
performed and duties done, and we welcome you, our friends and wellwishers, to partake with us of the joys and the glories of this happy day.
To you, Honorable Sir, the Attorney-Gerenal, let me extend a double

greeting. We believe with one of America’s master-minds that when God
has put a man on an eminence, that man should not “crouch down and
make himself no taller than other men, but should stand at his full height,

and on the pedestal which God has built for him, lift aloft whatever torch
God may give him to hold.”

For this reason we feel exceptionally honored

in having in our midst one who is high in office and in public favor, one

who has himself achieved success and can advise us how to make ourselves
like him, true men and useful citizens.
There are men, shallow in thought, who would have us believe that
nothing will make the citizen “undivine, and separate his soul from God”

more, than politics. They seem to forget that it is precisely in politics
“ag an application of eternal principles in the operation of eternal laws,”
that man finds himself nearer the divine, that the worker can feel God’s

company, and in God’s work can work with God.
Sir, we await with eagerness your words, words that will stimulate us
to make a rich return for the “learning, poetry and piety,” instilled in
us at our Alma Mater; words of guidance to foster in us the true sense
of duty—that great duty that has given birth to republics.
In the name of the Class of 1911, I-wish also to extend a most hearty

welcome to His Honor, the Mayor of the Gem City, who has ever been

a loyal supporter of St. Mary’s, and an enthusiastic admirer of her work

for a nobler and Greater Dayton.
Respected Professors! Your unselfish and enthusiastic devotion to

culture, religion, and morality, rendering your presence magnetic and

your words vital, have made this day possible, and our triumpharealization.
It is but meet and just that I bid welcome to the men whose thoughts
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and aspirations and lives are suffused with a glow caught from higher
worlds.
Fellow-students! I would bid you welcome to this happy scene, the closing
of the drama of our college life. Jt is our earnest wish as it has been the

wish of those who have gone before us, that

success be yours, and that

where we are now, you, too, may stand. Remember, that opportunity for
education in the highest sense of the word is “opportunity for education,
for making yourselves men.” ‘Truly has it been said that if college men
die commonplace or worse, either “they never were in college or they never

should have been in any.”
Friends and Alumni of St. Mary’s, my closing words shall be to you,
who have gathered to witness our happiness and our triumph. Whether
this day holds for us more of sadness or of joy, only those among you who

have had the experience can tell.

Others, abler, and better fitted than I,

can describe the feelings that lie deepest in the hearts of the graduates

of Alma Mater to-day. Far be it from me to mar the occasion with words
of sorrow.
Greeting, then, to all who have journeyed hitherward to add to the
solemnity of our Commencement Day so crowded with memories of the
past, so brightened with the aspiration for the future. Friends, in my own
name, and in the name of my classmates, I bid you welcome.

UW WW

Valedictory
ecb eos,

Ianatius A. Hart, 711
Very Reverend President, Reverend Fathers, Beloved Professors, Fellow-

Students, Alumni, and Friends of St. Mary’s:
The poet tells us that the rose when but a bud, hidden beneath its green
coverlet, seeping color into its virgin petals, dreams of color as its God-given
mission to become beautiful; but when it bursts into bloom it awakens
to the consciousness that the world has patiently waited for its fragrance,

its loveliness, and its form to adorn an Eden below.

So, too, we, the

Class of 1911, are awakening to-day from the scholar’s dream of self-

culture for its own sake, to the stern reality that the world is awaiting
every one of us as a college bred man to do a man’s part.

ee
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Friends! the day is here at last. It burst upon us with all the sublime
splendor of a rising sun, flooding our hearts and minds with that gladsome
spirit which crowns all festive days. The years of study have been rewarded
far greater than even the roseate dreams of boyhood’s imagination could
have pictured them. The mystic splendor of the hour seizes and wafts us
lightly upon the wings of happiness into ethereal skies. Oh! what a grand
and glorious culmination of our college career. Was e’er a day so over-

flowing with happiness, so brilliant with God’s sunlight, so resplendent
with the majestic grandeur of becoming dignity? Like a dream it flashes
before our eyes in its brilliant scintillations of myriads of jewels set
in the crown of nature and lighted by the hand of the Creator.

From the time of our entrance into the college department of St.
Mary’s, we have watched the succeeding classes leave its portals, and as each
year drew us more closely to the sacred time, we wondered how it would

be for us when we reach the parting of the ways; how we would feel
when the time would come for us to say good-bye to every familiar face
and spot made sacred by the close associations of college days.

But

suddenly the mirage has become a reality; we have pierced the clouds which
obscured our horizons, and through the rift we behold in the distance

life with its cares and disappointments, its trials, and its bitter pleasures.
But to-day, as we stand at the successful completion of our college
course our breasts throb with the joy of deeds accomplished. All the
conquests and victories of ages seem as naught to us when compared to
the glory of this hour.

We are happy and justly so; but deep down in our

fiearts we feel the pain which comes to those who are about to leave those
they love. We have succeededin overcoming the smaller obstacles, but now
massive crags and giant peaks bar our way. We are about to leave the
paths we have trod so long; we shall no longer know the care of our
professors, those kind men who have shown us the way, who overlooked
our errors and extended a helping hand when the will was weakand. the

heart. despairing; we will lose the example of those devoted men who have
euided us and ever instilledin us new courage.

:

Fellow-students! cherish your feelings of loyal devotedness to the true
educators who are training you for completeness in life, for it is a

pleasure to serve intelligent masters. Become aglow with enthusiasm’ for
your-work, and give expression to your admiration for the noble men
with whom you have lived, and known, and whom you have loved for

their virtue and goodness of heart.
Beloved professors! you have guided us full well, and now we begin to.
realize the truth in the words Be our elders, than in after years when we

smile with satisfaction at the youthful reverence we have paid, it will be
with tears in our eyes. As the years roll on, may you be encouraged in
your noble work by the honor and renown that the Class of 1911 may

bring upon their Alma Mater.
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And now, comrades! a word to you who are this day to leave the
sheltering walls of St: Mary’s. Our places will soon be filled by the
undergraduates pressing on to the final goal. May all the happiness
which we have known be theirs, and may they realize the opportunities
which are now before them, so that their college years may be the happiest

and most fruitful of their lives.
Dear Classmates! the moment has come when we must part.

Little

did we realize that we were not moored at the banks of St. Mary’s, but
were constantly drifting down the stream of time. Let us continually

remember the landmarks we have passed, and bear living testimony to the
word and example of Him, who according to Archbishop Spalding, has

done more “to humanize, enoble, and uplift the race of man than all the
teachings of philosophers and the disquisitions of moralists.”
Classmates! our paths may lie in different directions, but neither time
nor tide can ever carry us that far as to sever bonds which friendship
alone has forged. We are leaving St. Mary’s with the intention of solving
the problem of life. Let us be a credit to our Alma Mater, for it is
but too true that a college is wrongfully judged by those it fails to
improve, rather than by those it helps. Remember that opportunity is
not wanting to-day, for opportunity is but “the living correspondence with
one’s'environment.” There is room for us all, and we will never be found
wanting in faith, hope, and desire, unless we be sadly lacking in aim and

purpose.
Before we part, there is one thing I would have you remember. When
the heart is heavy, the journey rough, and the soul despairing, be true
to the teachings you have received at St. Mary’s. Let them go before
you as a cloud by day anda pillar of fire by night. Let us all trust in God
in this day of departure, for
“Hope, like a rainbow, a creature of light,
‘Ts born like the rainbow in tears.”
Let us endeavor to gather at old St. Mary’s on Commencement Days and
talk over the battles of life we have fought. May God grant that when
the smoldering fires of old age are burning low, the ashes of consumed
hope may strew the hearth of the Christian homestead as we

“Go to sleep, that last sleep
From which none ever wake to weep.”—Farewell!

| Beyond the River
BrRotTHer GeorGe Hart, S. M.

Wy Home lies just beyond the rushing riber,—
5§ See its misty, gently curving shore
Grow plainer now, advancing more and more;
With but one transient little human shiver,

‘Some tender ties, alas! we all must sever.)
Dne last fond look at the receding moor,
Che boatman dips his blade, and all is o'er,
And J am with my lobed, my own, foreber!—
A fem pears more, at best some fibe or ten,

ddith treasures garnered from life’s fruitful fielp,
And memories ectveet to meditate upon,

Hl bid adieu unto the haunts of men,

Wy weary heart to calm repose shall yield,
Uibile those bebind will scarcely whisper, “Goner’

HON. JAS. E. CAMPBELL, Ex-Governor of Ohio
Who

attended

the Commencement Exercises

and_

Alumni Banquet with Atiorney-General Hogan.

the
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Fred P. Grundish

Wm. L. Seidensticker
Ignatius A. Hart

Anthony E. Tague

Thomas J. Cobey

J. Francis Murphy

Leo M. Schmitt
Law. W. Strattner

Twilight
Frep P. GrunpisH, 11

Che Light on the western clouds is oping;
Che Day to Bother Carth’s broad breast
Sinks like a child, that thro’ the sighing
Ot wind-songs has been lulled to rest.
Che veep blue bault of Heaben darkens,

Che Dap is gone. the air is sweet;
fQow comes the Dusk and he who harkens
Way hear a sound like fall of feet.

Ut is the Cwilight softly tripping
Down the path where fled the Dap.

After him she's lightly skipping
Humming, whisp’ring all the wap.
High in the dark’ning skp of eben
Forth glimmers many a golden spark—

Che kindly lamps of shelt’ring Heaven,
Co light ber thro’ the gath’ring dark.
Some sap, these lights are but the portal

For Cwilight ope, to enter through;
Co me they seem ag eyes immortal
Mt Angels peeping thro’ beabens blue.

Al

ieSee]
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J. WAGNER MAyEr, 712.
Mr, President, Members of the Faculty, Rev. Clergy, Friends, and Fellow
Students:
;
I feel that a great honor has been conferred upon me in being called
upon to address, you on an occasion of this kind.

We are assembled this

afternoon to renew the pledge that we took at the close of our annual

retreat last October, and also to listen to discourses from noted clergymen
and professional men of Dayton, who have come among us to encourage
the work we have so successfully begun.

The Holy Name Society was introduced into St. Mary’s in the Septem-

ber of 1905, and from that time on it became one of the leading organiza-

tions of this institution. To-day, it is with pleasure that we can look back

on those six years and see the great work this society has accomplished.
We students have the distinction, I believe, of being the first to organize

this society in Dayton; but to-day we have in our midst members of the

Holy Name Societies, of several of Dayton’s leading churches. It was with
much pleasure that we saw organized in January, a branch of the Holy
Name Society in Holy Angel’s Parish; and to their zealous and energetic
pastor, Father Neville, and his society, I wish to express our appreciation
for the interest they have shown in making this joint rally of 1911 a

success,

The object of the Holy Name Society is to enforce the second Commandment of God—“Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God
in vain.” We are bound, therefore, as Christians and not only because
we are Catholics, to honor the name of God. Men of all creeds who believe
in the Bible, who follow its teachings, are in duty bound to observe the

commandments which our Lord has given us.

But in this landof present day opportunities the Americans are
becoming a nation of God-fearless people. ‘To-day, we .behold on the

distant horizon of our land a spectre that is every moment becoming

greater and greater.

It appears as a terrible plague that is fast sweeping

down upon us. Yet, how many of us have examined into that plague
Which is fast uprooting the foundation’ of the moral code of our fair
land? A plague which is far worse than the mést terrific storm of
*Delivered at the Holy Name Rally, May 28, 1911.
ae
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heaven—a plague far more destructive to mortal life than a San Francisco fire—a plague which robs man of his manhood, brings death to his
body—and eternal damnation to his soul.
The plague that I speak of you know full well.

The purpose of this

rally, to-day, is to arouse in us that smouldering flame which burned
so propitiously last fall—to again remind us of those promises we took,
and to see them put into execution. In the days of the Crusader’s, Knights
were gathered together to form bands, in which they went forth to defend
the Holy Places of the East from the hands of infidels; to-day, we are
gathered together as Knights of the Holy Name Society; we wear the
emblem of the Boy Christ upon our breast, and like them we have engraven ~
on our banners the war cry of “Thy Kingdom Come.”
In these modern days there is a tendency toward profanity, and the
denial of the Divinity of Jesus Christ. It is, however, an inspiring sight
to see an army of true soldiers—for you are soldiers—gathered here to-day

under the banner of the Holy Name Society. I said soldiers and I mean
it, for you are soldiers. The enemy may outnumber you; I am positive
they do; but you are going to fight a battle for clean speech and you will
win.
We read that in bygone ages there were great generals, the mention
of whose name was all that was necessary to inspire their followers
to great and noble deeds. Can we not then, we who have the General of
generals, the Leader of leaders for our Commander—can we not fight
against this plague of profanity, and fight it with success? We as
members of the Holy Name Society have pledged ourselves to God that
we will abstain from all profane and immodest language.

We, then,

are going to keep our pledge, and by so observing its rules we shall set
an example to our fellow-men who will learn to practice what we ourselves
do. As members of this Society we are bound to approach the Sacraments

frequently.

We have assumed two obligations then, first, the keeping of

our pledge, and secondly, the reception of the Sacraments.
Men of the Holy Name Society yours is a glorious banner, under which

march the souls of men who urge the reverence of God’s Holy Name, that
name so holy, that “every knee of those that are in heaven, on earth, and
- under the earth” should bow when it is uttered: the Name in which Christ
commissioned His apostles to go forth and teach all nations; the Name
that every Christian should have upon his lips on his retiring and at his

rising; the Name which every true follower of Christ wishes to accompany
him on his journey to eternity.
Some of you here this afternoon are about to close your college career.

In two short weeks you will set sail on the sea of life.

You will meet

with many trials and strifes not encountered before. You will meet
men who have not had the education and religiousf training that you

have had.

They will, in a degree, look to your good example.

To you

284
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I would say, jo the Holy Name Society of your parish church; become
one of the leading spirits of that organization; be a help to your pastor, and
then, too, we may say of you some day—‘there lived a layman who made
himself immortal by his great apostolic works.”

Fellow-students! let us cherish fondly the lessons taught us at S. M. I-,
in which we have been exhorted time and time again to remain faithful
adherents to the Holy Name pledge. Remember that we are going forth
to face a big world with millions of inhabitants; but also remember that
many of these creatures have not had the advantages of a Christian
training such as we have had.
Remember that the world to-day needs men—Christian men. In the
- business and social walks of life the multitude is crying for leaders;
leaders who trained in mind and heart, live and act as creatures who

know God and are worthy of Him. The United States is calling for
good citizens, but no man can be a good citizen unless he obeys the
laws of God.
Let us go forth, therefore, all here present, and prepare to fight the
erusade of life with success. Let us go forward and wage war against
all profanity; let us by word and action further this work of glorifying
the most Holy Name; let us ever be ready to defend the life and work
of the Holy Name Society, and by so doing prove ourselves true members

of our holy faith, and loyal devotees of the Society we have formed at our

002 7000000004}

Alma Mater.

a

Lro WALSH, 713
EV. Fathers, Brothers, Honorable Judges, Fellow Students,
Ladies and Gentlemen:

As I stand here this evening and

gaze out into the youthful countenances of my many fellow
students, and as I realize that I am about to address in no
small part the foundation of our future generation—the very
pillars of the nation to come, I long for eloquence,
I crave
for ability to impress you with the seriousness of my theme.
True it is, the subject of my discourse is undefined in the dictionary of Webster; I agree that its significance is foreign to every classical language, but
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nevertheless, there is not one of us here to-night who does not know full well

the meaning of this word—graft!

We know that graft combines the

poisonous principles of deceit, of dishonesty, and of godless unloyalty. We
see it is the very life of the deceitful miser; we know it is the ambition
of the dishonest political aspirant, and we must acknowledge that it is

the daily practice of hundreds of our unjust citizens and of many of our
unloyal executives.
But why should such a degrading topic be discussed before this body
of uprising citizens and aspiring countrymen? Should you not be warned
against one of the most insidious evils that has infested the American
public? Do you not desire to be armed against the clutches of that most
malicious octopus, which even now is threatening your home, your country
and your liberty—those precious gifts which were purchased by the sacrificed blood of your forefathers? My friends, I speak of the crying evil

of the day. This contaminating practice must be remedied; it must be
stopped; it must be eliminated from our midst, for nothing less than our
sacred liberty is at stake.
My most earnest desire this evening is to instill into your hearts an

indelible hatred of this degrading practice. I hope that from the evident
facts which I propose to place before you to-night, you will determine a
life of moral integrity, a life, which shall ever keep from you that
indicative finger of scorn which on this very day is pointing with contempt to many of our “men. higher up.”

Graft is not an American instinct, nor is it an evil of baneful heredity,
but like a noxious plant it has sprung up among us and its poisonous
pollen is doing fertile work in the polluted minds and hearts of many

ofour leading citizens and government officials.
Less than six years ago, as our envied nation from her throne of power
looked with pride upon her children and as she nourished them with
prosperity and wholesome liberty, alas! a malodorous stench of graft arose
from her trusted officials which forced her to turn with scorn and to

sound her solemn disapproval against the deceitful tactics of some of
her entrusted executives.
At the city of San Francisco, while the mist of misfortune hung
heavily over the desolate land, and while the yoke of extreme poverty
burdened the suffering of afflicted families, the officials, even the Mayor,
their chief executive, was accused—he was convicted of grafting the funds
contributed for the relief of those stricken inhabitants. Oh, how miserable!
how wretched! to rob the starving to satisfy the siuttonion agreed of graft.
But the Mayor was not alone in guilt. In two short years“this impartial

probe totaled imprisonments, voluntary exiles, murders and suicides. But
did this retribution consequence check the selfish mania of the deceitful

grafter? Did the rebuke of the entire nation repel the impetus of our
unjust men? No, my friends, it did not. Onward they have come

286
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bolder in every walk of life, until we fear to trust our fellowmen—we

hestitate to elect our officials.
Two years ago the State of Pennsylvania erected a capitol. Thirteen
million dollars left the State treasury for this project, but eight of those
thirteen were grafted by the corrupt officials who thought of their patri-

otic duty only after their luxurious desires had been unjustly quenched.
Another gruesome probe followed and the terrible but usual consequences

sent hundreds of “nervous break-downs” to their graves while bands of
bankrupt citizens—rejected from all society went wandering, friendless
and homeless over the face of the earth.

But why do we quest our sister States for such history when with the
blush of shame we are forced to acknowledge that Mark Slater is but one
of the degenerate grafters, who have stained the history of our glorious

State by filching methods. Oh! my friends, this is not loyalty; this is not
the devised doctrine of our progenitors. To the contrary, graft is a
contagious, contaminating practice that threatens the bulwarks of our

great republic, and the very foundations of our liberty.
Professor Wm. Graham Sumner, the famous philosopher and one of
America’s foremost statesmen, predicted the downfall of our republic before

the year of 1950. Think of it! Our downfall, our subjection? Is this
to be? Shall we see this dreadful prognostication come to pass? Are we
by our own lives to pave the way of subjection for our descendants? May
God forbid! May our integrity prevent it. This is a serious matter my
friend; it demands attention.
The last official statement from our government land office shows
ten ($10,000,000) million dollars to have been grafted from the public

domain by our entrusted officials.
Never in all the history of our nation has a more audacious imposture

developed before the American public. And, lo! it has been traced to the
very chamber of our consular fathers—to the Senate of our government.
Is it not alarming? Is it not dreadful to behold such tactics prevailing
amidst our legislative rulers
?

Our Tariff is abused and our interests are neglected through the
influence of graft. My dear friends! Fellow Americans
What are we
to do? Shall we despair? Shall we yield without a strugle to our deceitful
oppressors? Shall our corrupt officials bind the limbs of our young republic

and. make our precious liberty an easy prey for our enemies?

No! we

shall not—No! I repeat we must not despair.
I realize that this horrible pestilence has penetrated into the very heart

of our government’s administration.

I know that many 4Anti-graft cru-

saders have been overcome by the tide of giant monopolies, but once more I
say that grafting can be remedied; I say it should be remedied; and I
say it shall beeliminated from our midst.
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O favored youth take heed!

to be the physicians of this degrading infection.

You are chosen

Your lives are destined

either to heal this degrading practice or to behold the desolation of our
glorious republic. Which shall it be? Will you disregard that solemn
warning which rang from this very platform less than one year ago when
Ohio’s foremost statesman proclaimed that “as the germ of profligacy

decayed the vitals of ancient Rome, so are the microbes of dishonesty,

unloyalty, polluting the life blood of America’s republic.
Alas! is this not true? Can you deny that corruption exists in our

government offices?

How of our elections?

Are they the choice. of the

people who occupy our chairs of power? Is not graft a prime factor in
many of our elections? My friends, these facts are obvious. They
cannot be denied, and again I ask with all sincerity, ‘What are you going
to do?” Will you join that lawless rabble of unpatriotic men, or will
your integrity elevate you to the citizenship of loyalty
?
I beg of you to detest this despicable practice.
I plead with you to
avoid these vile methods, not only because you are destined to mark an
epoch in the history of our glorious country, not only because you are to
be numbered among the trusted rulers of our government, but because the
lamentable character. which bears this trait is more than unfortunate,
it is a failure in every sense of the word.

You see this pestilence as it has entered our ranks.

You know it has

invaded our business circles and alas!—you must acknowledge it has
penetrated to the very heart of our legislative bedy and it has influenced
the law makers of our Republic.
e
Detest this habit, O friends, despise it! Shun it as you would shun every
foe of justice and equity. Strengthen yourself with the shield of honesty
!
Arm yourself with the spear of justice! and with this armor which has
never known defeat, protect the interests of your country! Uproot the
evils from her court! Defend our sweet and wholesome freedom and
preserve the doctrine
of your father’s pen.
This, my friends, is the remedy against contaminating graft. You are

the physicians. Apply it, I beseech you!
Administer to our afflicted
republic. Be a Pinchot! Beaman! And thus exempt from scorn and

scandle you will successfully glide through a fruitful life, honest in
the sight of your fellowmen. True to the cause of your country, and just in

the sight of your God.
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Michael Angelo
CERT WS
)

Francis M. MUELLER, 712

\ F all the periods of history in the Middle Ages none is of
greater interest than that of the Renaissance ,which began
early in the fourteenth century, and with Italy as its center
spread over the greater part of Western Europe. England,
Germany, France, and Spain were more or less affected by the
“New Learning” the revival of classical antiquity in art,

law, learning, politics, and life.

Petrarch and Bocaccio

were the founders of the humanistic movement—the revival of literature—
the latter however, drifted into extremes and his works became the basis
of radical humanism, the votaries of which returned to the old pagan corruption, the immorality and crimes of heathen civilization.
The path for the renaissance of art was prepared by the Byzantine and

Roman school. The Roman school founded by Cinabue and the great
Giotto, shook off the stiff and conventional traditions of the Byzantine
school, studied and idealized nature, and introduced the perspective. The
Umbrian school has as its master genius Fra Angelico da Fiesole, whose

works are distinguished for their deep piety and devotion, their poetical and
religious fervor. ‘The originality and magnificence of conception of Titian
and Paul Verronese characterize the Venetian school. This school, together.
with the Lombard school whose master genius was Leonardo da Vinci, were
contemporaneous with the Tuscan or Florentine school. The masters in
the last mentioned school, and we may say the foremost representatives of
the entire Renaissance of art, were Raphael, a genius of true beauty, and
Michael Angelo “the master of live stone,” whose gigantic genius made him

equally famous as a painter, sculptor, and architect.
It is upon the life and works of the latter. I purpose to dwell in this
article.

Michael Angelo stands alone in his achievements and superior

greatness, as it has been well said, “like his own ‘David’ looking down
upon the smaller figures around him.” Though classed among the Florentine school, we may say he belonged to no school, for he had no predecessors
and left no successors in his style. “His steps are clearly traced for us
across the far distance; his actions, his works, even his thoughts are preserved in distinctest certainty,” for in every field of his endeavor he is
unlike any other.
.
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Michael Angelo, the first child of the family of Leonardo Buonarroti
Simoni, was born in March, 1475, in the neighborhood of Florence.

His

father claimed decent from the noble and most ancient family of the
Count of Canossa, a branch of nobility that had lost everything save the

memory of its great ancestors. Michael Angelo was destined by his father,
for the service of the prince, but no father was more sorely disappointed
in a son than was Leonardo Buonarroti. From earliest childhood Michael
Angelo was of an artistic turn of mind and his biographers tell us that

he had been scarcely out of dresses “when he drew upon the walls with
charcoal or with a stick in the sand, and shaped curious things out of
mud from the gutters.” Neither the reproaches nor the threats of a father
could persuade him from the pursuit of art. At the early age of fourteen we
find him as a paid apprentice in the studio of Domenico Ghirlandajo the
foremost painter of Italy at that time. Here he displayed his extraordinary

ability and judgment by his audacity in daring to correct his master’s
work. His reproductions from the old masters were exact, so much so that
even Ghirlandajo himself admitted the superiority and originality.

After a year’s time with the brush and colors our young master is
admitted to the gardens of Lorenzo the Magnificent, where he devotes
his time to modeling clay and working with the chisel. So well pleased was
Lorenzo by the keen judgment Michael Angelo displayed in making the
head of a Faun, that he took the promising youth into his own household.
For four years Michael Angelo enjoyed the favor of his munificent
master, and made use of every opportunity for self-improvement offered
him by the cultured people, the wits, the philosophers and connoiseurs that

assembled at the festal board of Lorenzo, and profited by the wealth of
classic antiquity and statuary that surrounded him in the Medician
Gardens.
Piero de’ Medici, the son and successor of Lorenzo, favored art only

in so far as it afforded him amusement, and he showed so little regard
for the genius of Michael Angelo, that the latter turned his mind and

energies to the study of anatomy. So absorbed was he in his new work that |
he was scarcely aware of the ominous cloud that had gathered over the

Medici.

When the storm had spent itself and the powerful family had

been exiled, Michael Angelo, fearing lest the disgrace of those with whom

he had been so intimately connected, would also fall upon him fled to
Venice, and thence to Bologna.

While in the latter city he executed in

marble a statue of “Cupid,” of such beauty that his fame reached the ears
of Cardinal San Giorgio, who immediately summoned him to Rome. Joyfully Michael Angelo accepted the invitation, for the City of the Popes had

long been the goal of his youthful ambition.

In her wealth of beauty

and her remains of classic antiquity he found inspiration for his ceaseless
energy. The elevation of thought he displayed and the facility with
which he executed the work made him the central figure in the arts. His
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statue of “Bacchus” serves to give all a taste of his quality. Though not
yet twenty-five years old we find him engaged chiseling out a “Pieta,”representing the Sorrowful Mother, supporting on her arms the dead body
of her Son, just after it had been lowered from the Cross. With a
masterly effect he depicted that story of steadfast love and loyalty and
heartrending pangs of the Mother for her Son. In his “Piéta,’ Michael

Angelo exhibits a style that is all his own—a muscular strength and
heroic quality of figures that is characteristic of all his works.

Rich and poor, prince and peasant flocked to see this wonderful work
of his genius and carried the fame and renown of Michael Angelo to
every corner of Italy. Recalled to the city of his birth, his genius evolves
from a huge and shapeless mass of marble his magnificent “David,” a

gigantic youth, bony and muscular, the perfection of his imagined manhood and the pride of the Florentines.

Throughout his life Michael Angelo seemed to find pleasure in laying
aside the chisel and taking up the brush, for we now see him turned
suddenly from the grandeur and stillness of sculpture to compete with
Leonardo da Vinci is executing a cartoon for the frescoes of the town hall
of Florence. Michael Angelo depicted a company of Florentine soldiers,
suddenly surprised by the trumpet blast calling to arms, while bathing in
the Arno. That his knowledge of painting was as consumate as his knowledge of sculpture is beyond question. In this cartoon he displayed all
his knowledge of anatomy and his deep study of human nature is skillfully depicted in the perfection of his human figures.

Our sculptor and painter is again called to Rome and the remainder of
his life is spent in the service of the Popes and the Church. Julius II.
desiring to perpetuate his memory commissioned Michael Angelo to build
a magnificent and imposing sepulchral monument, ornamented with a
wealth of statues, and in its entirety to surpass the imperial tombs of
antiquity.

After many delays and much difficulty in obtaining marble the Pope
- was induced to abandon the construction of the sepulcher.

Time and

again Michael Angelo endeavored to complete it for the heirs of the Pope,
but his services were so much in demand by the church that he made little

headway, and finally after much controversy, he turned the work over
to another who completed it on a much smaller and modified scale. The
statue of “Moses” with its majestic strength—the only piece of work

completed for the tomb—attests the grandeur and magnificence that the
Sepulcher would have possessed, had it been carried out according to the
conceptions of Michael Angelo.

Every man that rises to prominence and renown has to contend with the
jealousy of contemporaries. Michael Angelo was no exception. Bramante,
a famous architect envied him on account of his fame and intimate friendship with Julius II. To humiliate his rival was the purpose of Bramante.
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The frescoes of the Sistine Chapel had been completed by the most famous

artists of the time; but the ceiling, however, they dared not undertake.
Here Bramante saw an opportunity to carry out his plan, if he could but
induce the Pope to engage Michael Angelo. The sculptor would certainly

fail in so stupendous an undertaking as the frescoes of the Sistiné ceiling.
Yet no scheme failed more signally than did that of Bramante. True,
it took much persuasion to induce Michael Angelo to lay aside the chisel
for the brush and colors, but once started our sculptor—painter progressed

rapidly.

When one-half of the work was completed the Pope ordered the

scaffolding to be removed and the world stood amazed, and all Italy
was filled with admiration and pride at the wonderful creations of Michael

Angelo.

So complete was the failure of Bramante’s designs that he now

endeavored to obtain the commission of completing the rest of the ceiling

for his friend Raphael, but his machinations were in vain. Michael
Angelo completed the work, containing in all over three hundred figures,
larger than life, and some as high as fifteen feet.
No sooner had he completed the frescoes when Clement VII. commissioned him to build the Medician Chapel in the Church of San Lorenzo,
designed to be the last resting place of the Medici. Mounted above the
tombs are the statues of Lorenzo, the father of Catharine de’ Medici and
of Giulio, who is known only through the statue. Reclining at their feet
are the four great masterpieces of the sculptor—“Dayv” and “Night,”
“Dawn” and “Twilight.”
Can we imagine Michael Angelo laying aside chisel and brush to superintend and take up the position of Chief Engineer of Fortifications? Yet
such was the case, strange as it may seem. Jn the stormy times of Florence

and Italy when the Medici endeavored to regain their lost prestige, to our
sculptor and painter was assigned the defense of San Minieto and of
Florence.

Treachery alone brought defeat.

Clement VII. had died and Paul III. succeeded him.

Though of

advanced age Paul was nevertheless of a vigorous mind, and his one desire
was the completion of the Sistine decorations. He summoned Michael

Angelo for the task, but the master genius hesitated.

The ceiling had

been his supreme work and could he now hope to surpass it? Paul could
not be turned aside, and Michael Angelo reluctantly returned to that

Sistine Chapel that he had left twenty years previous.

On the wall above

the altar, his “Last Judgment” took form, that painting in which “the

dead are the dead and the living seem to live.”
The “Conversion of St. Paul” and the “Crucifixion of St. Peter,”
executed in the Pauline Chapel, mark the close of the artists career as

a painter, and as he had hoped, to his labors, but it was not to be so.
Although now seventy years of age, much work was still before him. By

direct command of Paul III. he was appointed Chief Architect of St.
Peter’s.

He accepted the appointment, but only on condition that it
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be without pay, as he regarded it a duty and labored for the love of God.
Three Popes sat on the “Chair of Peter” in the course of its completion.
After ninety years of life that great light went out, but not as if extin-

guished by a sudden gust of wind. The oil of life was gradually consumed
and he passed from life calmly and quietly. The reflection of that dying
light, however, still shines as brightly as ever across the long centuries
to illumine the world.

A brief retrospection of his life reveals to us a career of almost ninety
years of ceaseless study, untiring industry and never flagging devotion to
his art—a life full of discouragements, of sorrow and grief. He had to

contend with family troubles, the arbitrary wills of others, and the
political storms that swept over Florence and Italy but in the face of all
Michael Angelo never lost courage. Nothing could daunt that man of
noble life, and of strong faith, that man with a great intellect, a powerful
will and inexhaustible energies.
As a mere youth he entered the services of Ghirlandajo and soon thereafter he was admitted to the Medician Gardens. At the age of twenty-

five he was called to the services of the Pope and, with but few intermissions
he served the church till the end of his career. He saw seven different
pontiffs ascend the throne of St. Peter, and worked under the command

of each.
The works of his earlier vears comprise “Cupid,” “Bacchus,” the “Pieta,”
and “David.” With practice came perfection, and accordingly the works
of his middle life are his masterpieces, the grandest and most character-

istic.

The stern “Moses,” the sculptures of the Medician Chapel and the

frescoes of. the Chapel of Sistine represent him at the highest point of

his genius.

The four mighty statues of “Day” and “Night,” “Dawn” and

“Twilight,” reveal in every line the deep and profound struggle of feeling
that must have surged through the bosom of their author. Mrs. Oliphant
in her “Makers of Florence” says: “They are indications of a mortal conflict and anguish, and hopelessness, of a fatigue and despair of soul which

goes infinitely beyond the most intolerable weariness of the body.

They

are the great poem of the age, the revelation of a mighty intellect over-

powered by mortal sadness.”
It remained for Michael Angelo to make the Sistine Chapel the greatest
art museum of the world, the jewel of the Vatican, and as Ruskin says, “‘one

of the three treasure houses of art.”

The frescoes of the ceiling and the

“Last Judgment” reveal the same grandeur, power, and terror. With the
brush, that a Buonarotti alone could wield, he depicted the creation of the
universe from-chaos, the making of light and darkness, the separation of

the waters into land and sea, the creation and fall of man, and the deluge
with all its terror.
;
The “Last Judgment” and the Dome of St. Peter’s mark the closing

works of his career.

The former, Hamerton calls the grandest work ever
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executed, and it indicates the deep spirituality of the times. The merciful
Redeemer in all his power and majesty, full of holy wrath, stands above
the mass of souls. The damned exhibit all the agony and terror that the
mind of man could conceive; the blessed, on the other hand, rejoice in their

glory. The Dome of St. Peter’s stands the most sublime and imperishable

monument of his architectural genius, and an everlasting tribute to the
true God. Grand as is its conception, august as are its proportions, nevertheless over all there is a simplicity that hushes the beholder into silence—
it is the masterpiece of the handiwork of man.
All in all, the works of Michael Angelo are the embodiments of his
thoughts and conceptions. His great shapes are not men and women but
types of ideas allegorically representing the sad condition of humanity and
the oppressed condition of his country. Savonarola’s prophesies weighed

heavily upon his mind; Dante’s “Inferno,” with its terrible shapes cast

a shroud of gloom about him. His works, accordingly, reflect the state of
his mind, and they are the mighty thoughts that surged through it.
The busts of Michael Angelo reveal no beauty of features, save the
beauty that lies in the deep traces left by thought and care, by pain and
bitter struggles. Beneath the rugged features of the sculptor was concealed
a kindly nature, a kindness that prompted him to nurse an aged servant in
his sickness with the tenderness of a mother, a tenderness of nature that
made him ever ready to meet any sacrifice for those whom he loved. His
personality, however is so tremendous, he is so different from all other
artists who have gone before him or came after him, that when a critic
is called upon to place the sculptor, painter, architect, in the long series
of Italian artists, his: formidable figure starts forth from the frame an

will not be fitted to any unusual environment.”
Throughout his long career, no period of his life is capable of touching
the cords of our sympathies more than his declining years.

His entire

life was one of quiet and reserve, of constant striving for the perfection

of his art. Society had no charms for him. In his walks and travels he
went alone—alone, wrapped in lofty thought and inspiration; but as

declining years began to dampen the ardor of his youth and manhood, and

his energies were no longer those of his primal years, he began to feel that
fame was but emptiness and vanity and over him came the grim realization
that he was alone in the world with none to sympathize with him, with none

to whom he could pour out his heart, with none to whom he could unburden
his mind, weighted down with his mightiest thoughts, thoughts that in

younger years found expression in his statuary and paintings. He had
kown no other mistress save art, and she was a stern mistress, indeed, ever

urging him onward to greater and greater heights.

Never had he experi-

enced the subtle and softening influence of domestic love other than the
bonds of filial devotion to parents and to family. Woman had never shared
the tossing, troubled life-journey of this tireless man. But in the soften-
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ing shadows of the evening of his life ‘the fair and noble Vittoria Colonna,

in middle age and faithful widowhood, came all at once into his life and

charmed the old man into that tender and reverential warmth of friendship more delicate and exquisite than any relation between man and man,
which is nevertheless as distinct from love, commonly so called, as night

and day.” She calmed the vehemence of his emotions, and into his life
she brought a tranquility and peace such as he had never before experienced.
in her he found the ideal of his life, a woman of deeply religious convictions,
with that broad and sympathetic nature such as the one who has experienced
intense sorrow alone possesses. Her proficiency in poetry, her knowledge of
art and literature and her cultured mind appealed to his integrity, to his
high sense of honor, and to his many-sided genius. At last he had one who
fully understood him. -They walked together in the higher realms of
thought and feelings, in the regions of ideas and aspirations.» “Between
them there was a calm and spiritual communion of minds. Art. poetry,
_the mysteries of. life were topics of their conversation. She became the

inspiration of his poetry—a poetry that was so like to his other arts, rough,

energetic, full of high ideas.

Many were the lines he dedicated to her.

Deep was his sorrow and profound his affliction when the angel of death

called Vittoria Colonna out of his life—the only woman who had ever
opened his heart. And to fill the cup of his sadness, his faithful servant

Urbino died, leaving him with no one to cheer and brighten his long vigils.

The solitude of his declining days taught him that fame was indeed, a poor
balm for the ills and sorrows of life; it taught him its vanity and emptiness.

His own solemn reflections in the dim twilight of his closing days is buy

a fit conclusion to his noble life of sorrow and greatness, of everlasting

loyalty and hope.

“The course of life has brought my lingering days
In fragile ship over a stormy sea

To th’ common port, where all our counts must be

Ordered and reckoned, works for blame and praise.
Here ends love’s tender fantasy that made

(I know the error of the thought) great art

My idol and my monarch; now my heart

Perceives how low is each man’s longing laid.

Oh, thoughts that tempt me, idle, sweet, and vain,
Where are ye when a double death draws near,
One sure, one threatening an eternal loss?

Painting, and sculpture now are no more gain
To still the soul turned to that God head dear,

Stretching great arms out to us from His cross.”
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St. Mary’s
To-day

Attorney-General Hogan in his address at the Commencement Exercises at St. Mary’s spoke at length on the topic
that “the spirit of fairmindedness suggests the propriety
of State aid for an institution of the breadth and character of St. Mary’sInstitute, which under the present State constitution is prohibited.”
It is precisely upon this subject that the new editors of the Exponent
Staff of 1911~12 wish to say something of import.

As long as the State:

will continue to leave Catholic colleges to support themselves upon a small
tuition and boarding fee of $250, it is up to the generous hearted among theCatholic laity to respond to the needs of the self-sacrificing labors of relig_ lous teachers who toil unceasingly without any remuneration here below.

Truly has the Catholic Educational Association expressed the situation:
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when it spoke these words:

“The graduates, the Alumni of schools and

colleges owe it to themselves, to their Alma Mater, to society, and to their
. country to aid in perpetuating the institutions in which they have received
their education, and in helping those actually engaged in the work to reach
higher degrees of efficiency and stability.”
You, who read these pages, are you not in a position to start the good
work in furthering the upbuilding at St. Mary’s? Your sum can “set
the ball a-rolling;” it need not be big, but let it come from a big heart.
Others, better situated and blessed with the world’s goods, will be emulated by your generous example, to give of their abundance. Show your
appreciation of the solid, moral, and educational training given at St.
Mary’s; further her interests by aiding her financially; let not the lack of
funds hold Alma Mater back while she contemplates following the same
progressive lines she has followed these past years; give of your abundance,

and thus lay up for yourselves treasures where neither the moth nor rust
consumes, nor thieves break through and steal.

Leo M. WatsH, 713.
Cardinal
Gibbons

_ The grand celebration and magnificent tribute paid
James Cardinal Gibbons on the occasion of the golden
jubilee of his priesthood and the silver jubilee of his

cardinalate, we venture to say, has but few counterparts in history. All
in all, it was a grand demonstration of the broad spirit of toleration and
brotherly love that has developed among our American public.
Among the fifteen thousand people that had gathered in the Baltimore
Armory, to show their honor and respect to a Prince of the Catholic Church
there were men of every shade of religious belief. In the midst of them all
sat the Cardinal himself, their friend and neighbor, a living testimonial
of broad-minded toleration. And we may say that no man has done so
much to allay prejudice and bigotry in our country as he. As Bishop
Corrigan said: “He has dispelled immemorial prejudice, he has destroyed
in no small means the roots of fear and suspicion, and has freed the
American people from many anti-Catholic delusions that held them in

mental bondage.” Catholicism is no more a bugbear to non-Catholic
minds. They see in the life and deeds of the Cardinal and other prominent

church men that the Catholic religion can adapt itself to every form of

government and to every class of people without however changing in

principle. Archbishop Ireland rightly said of him: “The work of Cardinal
tibbons forms an epoch in the history of the Church in America. He has

made known, as no one before did, the church to the people of America.

Through his action the scales have fallen from the eyes of non-Catholics
and prejudices have vanished.” Archbishop Ryan, on his death-bed, called

the Cardinal “the instrument of Providence for the promotion of every
good thing for our Church and Country.”
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Next to the Church nothing has entered so much into the life of the
Cardinal as his love for his country and her political institutions. To

him the United States is a most precious heirloom. He has always shown

himself a staunch supporter of the existing forms of government guided
by religious principles, and as President Taft said, “in spite of the burden

and resopnsibilities of his high position in the church, he has taken part in
the many great movements for the betterment of mankind.”
Roosevelt, among other things said that “the Cardinal has fought for the
lowly. He has shown by his life that justice can come only through
law and order” and Senator Root called him “a bulwark against atheism
and anarchy; a bulwark against the tearing down of morality and govern-

ment upon which the foundations of our country depend.”
Yet, amid all the praise showered upon him by America’s most distin-

guished public men, he is still the same genial Cardinal, open-hearted, kind
and sympathetic at all times. The encomiums heaped upon him, he regards
rather as standards after which he should strive to model himself.

As a priest, archbishop, and cardinal he has seen the Church increase
and spread and develop into a strong and vigorous institution. Under his

euidance and direction the Third Plenary Council and the Catholic congress

were held, and the First Centenary of the foundation of our hieararchy was
celebrated, He was also the prime mover in the foundation of the Apostolic

Delegation and the Catholic University.
Throughout. his career he has lived an edifying and blameless life, himself a follower of those simple Gospel truths which he best knows how to
instill into. men’s minds. With maternal care he has guided the American
hierarchy and his devotion to the clergy can best be estimated by the
most beautiful of his works—“The Ambassador of Christ”—which he has

dedicated to them.
It is our hope and earnest wish and the wish of every American Catholic
as well as non-Catholic that he may be spared to the Church and to his
country for many more years.

Catholic
Federation
city.

Francis M. MUELLER, 712.

During the first days of June, St. Mary’s had the honor
of entertaining the delegates of the State Confederation of

German Catholic Societies, assembled in convention in this
In conclusion to the convention, they pledged loyalty to the Pope and

bishops, protested against the divorce evil, asked for- the education of
Catholic youth and support to Catholic institutions and colleges, and the

Catholic press.

|

To many a Catholic mind the question will often arise, what is the good
of all this confederation, this combining of societies and organization into
?
large bodies? Are not the parish church and parish societies sufficient
We advise the man of such a mind to look about him and reflect. Let him
recall the old saying, “In Union there is strength.” He will see that maxim ~
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exemplified in everything round about. In business, in society, in laboring
circles men and women combine for their common temporal welfare. Even
very nature is so complex a system of organization that the least violation
of its law carries with it a punishment. Since there is organization and
union in the affairs of every-day life, why should not men combine for their
common spiritual good,—for moral hetterment,—the principle aim of
?
Catholic societies
We hear fromall sides, bitter complaint of the bold aggression of
Masonry, of Socialism and of Atheism in France and Tialy, in Spain and

Portugal—countries once Catholic to the core are now the booty of the

enemies of the Church. We, who look on, acknowledge that it is the
outcome of disorganization. The countries concerned have failed to learn
the lesson, which the old maxim—“united we stand, divided we fall’”—
teaches. Years of peace have thrown the Catholics off their guard, they
maintained not their vigilance, and when the crucial moment came. they
found themselves disorganized, unable to cope with the strongest, though

less numerical, union of the Masonic, Atheistic and Socialistic element,—

they went down in defeat. To this day they have not learned the lesson
of their downfall. Their very disorganization is the strength of their
enemies. A strong, concerted action would quickly restore religion to its
former standard ,but indifference has taken such a powerful hold on the
people that they find it difficult to shake off.
We have but to turn to Germany, to Belgium and the English speaking
countries to see the fruits of Catholic union. In Germany we have the

valient Centre Party and behind it the Volksverein—a united German

Catholic people—against which even the “Iron Chancellor found it useless
to contend, and to-day the Centre Party stands, a living monument to its

organizer Windthorst, and to German Catholicism.. It is a united people

for their God, their Church «nd their country.
Is it not due also to united action and organization that Catholicism is
a power in England and our own country? Ts it not due to the close
relation between all Catholics that the English speaking countries can boast
of a vigorous and militant Catholic life? In our country the Knights
of Columbus, the Hibernians, the German Central Society, and the Confed-

edation of Catholic Societies are doing noble work in their support to
Catholic institutions, and the Catholic press in their fight for Catholic

education and against the divorce evil, in their treatment of social questions
from the Catholic standpoint, and in politics supporting the “best
man

irrespective of parties.

In consequence, it is a duty, and a most sacred duty of every Catholic

individual through codperating with Catholic societies and Catholic journals

to fight against the small attacks of indifference, scepticism, and
unbelief,
which lurk in newspapers, in pamphlets and books or are openly
delivered

from the lecture platform or even from the floor of the legislature.

Francis M. MurEtuer, 712.
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COMMENCEMENT

Commencement day at St. Mary’s was a day filled with events and gather-_
ings that began at early morning and lasted to early morn. The thirtysix graduates of the collegiate, high school and business departments

assisted at the mass for the graduates in the college chapel at 7:00 o’clock.
Graduation breakfast was served at 7:45 to the happy thirty-six young men,
who as day scholars and boarders chatted for the last time before the great
events of the commencement were ushered in. At eight o’clock Requiem

Service was held for Departed Alumni and Old Boys.

The entire student

body, faculty, and visitors assisted at the service.
REAL GALA DAY.

Hon. Timothy 8. Hogan, and Hon. James E. Campbell, ex-Governor of
Ohio, were warmly received at the Union Station at the arrival of the 8:55
train on the Big Four on Commencement morning, by a large delegation
from St. Mary’s Institute and Dayton’s most representative citizens. “Those
present at the Depot, who were in the automobile parade, were the following:
Edward C. Hegman, 791; Hon. Roland Baggott; Att’y Barry S. Murphy;
Kerien Fitzpatrick; M. J. Gibbons; Rev. Bernard P. O’Reilly, S.M., Pres.
;
Hon. Timothy S. Hogan; Hon. James E. Campbell, ex-Gov..; E. W. Hanley;
Col. A. A. Thomas; Hon. Dennis Dwyer: E. A. Deeds, Vice Pres. of N. C. R.;
John C. Ely, Pres. Board of Public Service; John A. Murphy; Brother
Edward Gorman, Treas. of S. M. I.; Wm. Wohleben, Ph.D., S.M.; J. Edward
Grimes, 04; Edw. Dorgan; N. T. Lause; Hugh E. Wall; John B. Forster,

°67; L. Edgar Orendorf, *99.; Attorney Oscar C. Miller, 92; Peter Kuntz,
Jr.; Attorney Wm. A. Budroe; Attorney Andrew 8. Iddings; Wm. A.

Keyes; Att'y Robt. ©. Patterson; Att’'y D. P. Van Pelt; Emmet Murphy
;
Henry Hollencamp; Edward A. Moritz, 05; County Surveyor; Dr. A. J.
Moorman, 700; Rev. Martin Varley, 705; George Kuntz; Joseph J. Abel,

793: Albert J. Timmer, *05; Harry F. Finke, 02; John F. Ohmer,
76%; Rudolph G. Schneble, 88; Attorney John C. Shea, Theodore H.
Lienesch, Member of Board of Public Safety; Gustave E. Decker, 89;

Attorney A. J. Dwyer, 89; J. C. Hale, Mgr. Welfare Dept. N. C. R.:
Leopold Rauh, Pres. Chamber of Commerce; Hon. Carl W. Lenz, Prose-
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cuting Attorney; Dr. Gustave A. Hochwalt’ 89; Att’y C. A. Craighead
;
George F. Burba, Editor Daily News; S. T. Maloney; Attorney W. S.
McConnaughey; Dr. Louis F. Bucher, ’94; Attorney J. A. McMahon: Judge
H. L. Ferneding; Peter Kuntz; Gilbert R. Eichelberger; Harry J. Wager,
*°06; A. H. Kemper; Edwin Bradmiller: Francis C. Canny, 09; Edward
Hogan; John Hogan; Henry Hollencamp, Jr.; Richard P. Burkhardt,
Richard P. Burkhardt, Jr., 92; Theodore D. Hollencamp, *99; Carl L.
Cappel, 03; E. A. Hochwalt; Martin Kuntz.
AUTOMOBILE PARADE.

A score of machines awaited the distinguished visitors and the delegation
that received them, and after being welcomed to. the Gem City, Mr. Hogan
and Mr. Campbell were shown to the auto of Edward C. Hegman, ’91, who

together with the President of the college, Rev. Bernard. P. O’Reilly, led
in the automobile parade through the city. The parade proved to be one
of the many most pleasing features of the day, and it was well advertised.
Large trowds greeted the occupants of machines along the line of march.

LINE OF MARCH.
The parade moved north from the Ludlow St. entrance of the Union
Station to Fifth; east on Fifth to Main; north on Main to the Monument;
countermarched to Fourth; west on Fourth to the Boulevard; north on

Boulevard to Third; west on Third to Broadway; north on Broadway to
Lexington; east on Lexington to Salem; south on Salem to Grand; east
on Grand: to Central; south on Central to River; over Dayton View bridge
to Boulevard; south on Boulevard to First; east on First to Main; south

on Main to Oakwood Loop; and from there to St. Mary’s Institute.

ARRIVAL AT THE INSTITUTE.
At the arrival at the Institute the occupants of the automobiles lined up
before the Staff Photographer of the Exponent and a photo was taken
which we take pleasure to reproduce as an insert in the EXxPoNENv.
Luncheon was served in the Alumni Hall to the distinguished visitors and

the reception committee.

Of the short address that followed the words

of welcome from the President of the college, we are happy to quote the
following thoughts.
HON. JAMES E. CAMPBELL

“The man who believes in morality and a better life must pay tribute
to St. Mary’s.
“JT was born a Presbyterian; I was raised in the Methodist Sunday
school; I played organ in a Baptist Church; and am now an irregular

_ attendant of the Episcopal Church. I believe I am in a position to
speak in the name of all creeds. St. Mary’s is doing a noble work and
is deserving of all the support possible from the public and especially

from the people of the Gem City.”
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Attorney-General Hogan, and Ex-Governor Campbell Attend the Commencement Exercises at St. Mary’s
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AT THE UNION STATION.
Occupying the front seat are Rev. Bernard P. O'Reilly, Pres. of St. Mary’s Institute, and Edward C. Hegman, ’91. In the
rear seat are Hon. T. S. Hogan and Hon. J. E. Campbell. Judge H. L. Ferneding, ’89, is standing at the left of picture.
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AUTOMOBILE PARADERS BEFORE THE CAMERA.

[
1, Edward C. Hegman, ’91; 2, Hon. Roland Baggott; 3, Att’y

Barry S. Murphy; 4, Kerien Fitzpatrick;: 5, M . J. Gibbons; 6, Rev. Bernard P.

O'Reilly, S. M. I., Pres.; 7, Hon. Timothy S. Hogan; 8, Hon. James E. Campbell, ex-Gov.; 9, E. W. Hanley; 10, Gen. A. A. Thomas;

11, Hon.

Edward
Dennis Dwyer; 12, E. A. Deeds, Vice Pres. of N. C. R.; 13, John C. Ely, Pres. Board of Public Service; 14, John A. Murphy; 15, Brother
B.
Gorman, Tres. of S. M. I.; 16, Wm. Wohleben, S.M.; 17, J. Edward Grimes; 18, Edward Dorgan; 19, N. T. Lause; 20, Hugh E. Wall; 21, John
Iddings;
S.
Andrews
Forster; 22, Att’y. L. E. Orendorf; '99; 23, Att’y. Oscar C. Miller, '92; 24, Peter Kuntz, Jr.; 25, Att’y. Wm. A. Budroe; 26, Att’y,
Henry
Hollencamp:
32,
Edward
A.
oe
Murphy;
Emmet
30,
Pelt;
Van
P.
D.
Attorney
29,
Patterson;
C.
27, Wm. A. Keyes; 28, Attorney Robert
Moritz, ’05, County Surveyor; 33, Dr. A. J. Moorman, ’00; 34, Rev. Martin Varley, '05; 36, George Kuntz; 37, Jos. J. Abel, 93; 38, Albert J.
’02;40,John I. Ohmer, 67; 41, Rudolph G. Schneble, ’88; 42, Attorney John C. Shea; 43, Theodore H. Lienesch,
Timmer, '05;39, Harry F. Finke,
Member of Board of Public Safety; 44, Gustave F. Decker, '89; 45, Attorney J. Dwyer, ’89; 46, J. C. Hale, Mgr. Welfare Dept. N. C. R.: 47,
Leopold Rauh, Pres. Chamber of Commerce; 48, Hon. Car! W. Lenz, Prosecuting Attorney; 49, Dr. Gustave A. Hochwalt, '89; 50, Attorney C. A.
Craighead;

51, George F.

Burba,

Elitor Daily News; 52, S. T. Maloney; 58, Attorney W.

S.

McConnaughey; 54, Dr. Louis

F.

Bucher,

'94,
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HON. TIMOTHY S. HOGAN.

“T wish to pay tribute to St. Mary’s, and I thank the assemblage for

obliterating political and religious lines in gathering here to honor,
not me personally, but St. Mary’s Institute.
“T am happy to state that my two boys are at St. Mary’s. It is my
choice that they be here rather than anywhere else in the United
States. I feel that they are safe.
“The avoidance of prejudice is necessary. Prejudice is not a

conclusion; it is a sentiment. We all love this country because of its
fair-mindedness.
“T want to meet my fellowman with the assurance that I have

never wronged him.
“When we make an enemy we appreciate what it is to have a friend.
I have one enemy, and I would greet him if I knew my greeting would
be received.
“I have tried to be guided entirely in my official life by the
principles of justice and the elimination of prejudice or feeling.
“In the pathway of life we come to some turning point that gives
an inspiration for the future, and helps us do our duty fearlessly.
Such an occasion is the commencement at St. Mary’s to-day.

The splendid citizenship of Dayton present at St. Mary’s to-day is
a reflex honor to St. Mary’s and her worthy president.”

ALUMNI BUSINESS MEETING

The nineteenth annual banquet of the St. Mary’s Institute Alumni
Association was held last evening at the Phillips house. It was a pro-

nounced success, and was unquestionably the most enthusiastically conducted banquest ever held under the auspices of the alumni for many years.

Business

A business meeting of the Alumni was held immediately

preceding the banquet. This meeting was held to vote
on an amendment of the constitution. An amendment was
allow a graduate of the business and high school departwill
passed which
Mteting

ment to become an associate member of the S. M. I. Alumni Association.
According to the new amendment, a written application to the president of
of the alumni association, followed by a recommendation by the Membership
committee, composed of the officers of the association and the president of
S. M. I., will admit the graduates in question to all rights of the alumni, »
with the exception of inability to vote on amendments to the constitution

and the holding of office.
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Amendment

«
;
Section IV. of the amendment which was passed, reads

ag follows:

“Any person receiving a diploma of graduation from
the High School or Business Department, or from any department below
the standard of the Collegiate Department, which may be hereafter established by St. Mary’s Institute, may become an Associate member by mak-

ing written application to this Association at least four days before the

Annual Meeting in June, said application to be referred to a Committee

of Five, to be composed of the Officers of this Association and the Presi-

dent of St. Mary’s Institute, and upon a favorable report by said Committee,

he shall be declared an Associate Member.

Associate Members shall have

all the rights and privileges of Honorary Members, as set forth in Section
III. of this Article.”

Officers

Elected

The officers elected for the coming year were the fol-

lowing: President, Harry Finke, 02; Vice President, Wm.

Mahoney, ’07; Secretary, Arthur Regan, 707.
That New
Gymnasium

project.

J. Edward Grimes, 04, who made such an earnest plea
fo, raising funds last year for a new gymnasium, again

was heard as strong as ever for the taking -up of the
He urged the utility of all giving according to their means, and

graphically put before them the pride they would take years hence in

looking at the “Gym” they built for S. M. I. Oscar C. Miller, °92, another
Chicago Alumnus, supported “Ned” for the immediate starting of raising
funds, and informed those present that all the Chicago Alumni were of the
same frame of mind. He referred to the fact that they had in their bank
in Chicago $250 for the Engineering School at*present, but wanted to do

something for a new Gymn. With a royal close he begged the Alumni
to start the ball a-rolling for the New Gymnasium.
Ned Grimes came back and made a motion which was seconded by “Si”
Maher of Greeneville, Ohio, that a Committee be appointed by the President, of four, three from the Alumni Association and one from the faculty
of S. M. I. The motion was carried, and we await with: pleasure to hear
from the Committee at work for the New Gymn.

Medal from
the Chicago
Alumni

That the Chicago Alumni of St. Mary’s are a live

bunch was evidenced by more than one thing at the Com-

mencement of 1911. 'Two good, live wires were down from
Chicago, and if others could keep up with the pace they are setting St.

~Mary’s would have all the funds she needs to-day for the furtherance of

her good work.

The Chicago Alumni are heart and soul in the project

of boosting the college through sane and healthful athletics.

Oscar C.

Miller, °92, sprung another new one on the Alumni present, when he

announced in the name of the Chicago Alumni that they would annually
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donate a gold medal for the student excelling in all the Varsity Sports at the
college. Chicago Alumni! there’s class to you, and Alma Mater is proud
of you.
ALUMNI BANQUET.
The alumni banquet followed immediately after the

Teasts

business meeting. Dr. A. J. Moorman, 700, ably presided
as the toastmaster of the evening.

His introductions of

the different speakers were all of a happy and well chosen frame, and much
of the success of the banquet is due to the retiring president of the
alumni.

Judge
JUDGE FERNEDING, 790, opened up his talk with a boost
Ferneding, 90 to “The President, the livest at S. M. I.” He paid a
glowing tribute to St. Mary’s, and expressed his regret that
he was not able to hear the attorney general, who “had made good,” deliver

his address at the commencement at the college.
Bernard
BrerNARD FOoKE, JR., 02, responded to the toast ‘SuffraFocke, Jr., "02 cettes,” and in an interesting and happy way evolved the
title of his toast. He closed with a pretty parody on “The
Psalm of Life” adapted to the idea of the suffragette movement of to-day.
Edward

Epwarp Grimes, 704, in the name of the Chicago alumni,

Grimes, 04 — snoke on athletics at S. M. I., as the great thing to spread
her name broadcast. -He referred to the project of the
alumni to create a fund for building a gymnasium and interested all present

with his heart and soul idea.
Walter
Watrer Connors, 705, secretary of the Ohio penitenConnors, 05 — tiary, brilliantly responded to the toast of “The Ladies, God
Bless Them.” While his speech was humorous in its early
setting, it was a pretty tribute to the sphere of woman in the average life
of man.
EX-GOVERNOR SPEAKS.

Hon. James E. Campbell, ex-governor of Ohio, was called upon by Dr.
Moorman, and in words well chosen told the alumni that if he were an 8S.
M. I. Alumnus, he would feel proud of the college that has an enviable
reputation in Ohio.

He congratulated S. M. I. on having her high school

department accredited to the leading universities of the country and of
- having reached a standard that the Supreme Court of Ohio will recognize
her students that matriculate into the freshman year of college. He was
warm in his admiration for the Christian work that the college is doing,
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and expressed his feeling that the institution is deserving of every support
from the citizens of the Gem City.
Frank J.

Frank J. McCormick, *88, in his toast, “A Honevmoon

McCormick, ’88 Abroad,” gave an interesting sketch of his experiences in
an interview with Pius X., illustrating the pontiff’s democratic ways. He closed with a characteristic description of his reception
at the college of the Brothers of Mary in Rome. He referred to the presi-

dent of the Roman college, Father Walter, an American by birth, whom the
Romans praise for his exceptional skill in exhibiting the control of idiomatic Italian. Mr. McCormick remarked that everything—classes study
halls and laboratories and playgrounds—all reminded him of good old

S. MF.

,

Law. W.
The toast, “The Class of 1911,” was responded to by
Strattner, 10 Tawrence W. Srrarrnrr, 711. In a happy strain he
referred in an interesting way to the ExponrENt, and told

just what it contains for the Alumni of S. M. I. to keep them in touch with
their Alma Mater. St. Mary’s plans for Athletics for 1911-712 held
attention of the Alumni, and a plea for better support of baseball at
college was well brought out. “The Class of 1911” was indicative of
efforts of St. Mary’s younger generation to further the interests of
college by the sane advancement of athletics.

the
the
the
the

ATTORNEY-GENERAL HOGAN PAYS TRIBUTE.

The address of the evening, about which everything centered, was the
toast of the attorney-general. In the course of his interesting talk he paid

a glowing tribute to the “smaller colleges,” those that turned out men of
the caliber of Thos. Hendricks, Wm. McKinley, James R. Garfield, and

Governor Harmon.

He assured all present that St. Mary’s was sure to

prosper under the progressive ways of the president of S. M. I.

He pre-

dicted a steady and healthy growth of St. Mary’s in the furtherance of
educational interests in the Gem City.
IMPROMPTU SPEAKERS.

Jos. J. Pater, 77, of Hamilton, and Joun F. Manen, ’96, were earnest in
their words of supporting St. Mary’s in the furthering of her upbuilding of

the college. °

AL Dwyer, ’89, of this city, expressed his pleasure in being with the
alumni and the success which the good old school-is having in all its various

departments of sport and intellectual achievements.

Reminiscences of all

sorts put in his genial fashion brought out floods of applause.
stories was a fitting finale to his sprightly talk.

A choice of
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The well-known “Gus” DECKER, °89, could not forego the pleasure
of getting out the stock of anecdotes which has made him the most famous

teller. of yarns of the Gem City.
FRANCIS CANNY, 709, told the alumni how the codperation of faculty and
students.and alumni would go far toward furthering interest in athletics,
and cited, as example, the methods of Georgetown University.
The banquet was indicative of the aim and purpose of St. Mary’s to grow,
and all present were enthusiastic over the idea of helping the college
financially, that she may be able to keep pace with the well outlined plans

of the President, Father O’Reilly.

The latter at the closing minutes of

the banquet thanked the committee for the devoted energies that went to
make up a day full of events that will long be remembered as the greatest

of days at S. M. J.

A rousing cheer for St. Mary’s, and the nineteenth

annual banquet went down in history.

Around the
Hon. Timothy S. Hogan, Attorney-General; Hon. James
Festive Board }). Campbell, ex-Gov. of Ohio; Rev. Bernard, P. OReilly,
President of S. M. I.; Rev. Lawrence Yeske, Vice Presi-

dent, of S. M. I.; William J. Wohleben, Ph.D., S.M.; John 8. Hogan.
Class of 777%: JoserH J. Pater, Joun H. FINKE.
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

of
of
of
of
of

’88:
’°89:
790:
791:
792:

FraAnK J. McCormick, Rupotpn G. SCHNEBLE.
Gus Decker, ALBERT J. DWYER.
Hon. H. L. FERNEDING.
Epwarp C. HEGMAN.
Ricuarp P. Burkuarpt, WILLtAM J. Tancrep, Oscar

C. MILLER.
Class of 793: Jos. J. ABEL.
Class of 794: Dr. Louis F. BucHeEr.

Class of 96: JoHn T. Maner, J. E. MAHER.
Class of 798: Harry F. CAppet.
Class of 799: L. Epcar ORENDORF, THEODORE S. HOLLENCAMP.
Class of 700: Dr. A. J. Moorman, Louis E. MoosspruGcer.
Class of-’02: Harry F. Finxt, Utrica J. Rapper, Pu. D:, 8S. M..
BERNARD M. FockKe, JR.
Class of 704: J. E. Grimes, ALPHONSE J. Pa'rer, Exiucet F. SWEETMAN.
Class of 705: WALTER Connors, Jos. A. Horn, Epwarp A. Moritz,

Vicror C. Smiru, HuceNe J. Scuarrer, ALBERT J. Timmer, Jos. P.
ScHEUPLEIN, Rev. Jos. Tezuarr, S. M., Bernarp C. HOLLENCAMP.
Class of ’06: J. CLARENCE HocHWALT, CHAs. J. SCHAEFER, Harry J.

WAGER.
Class of 07: ArTHUR RrGAan, ALtoys M. ScuHAErer, Harry B. SottMANO, EARL SMITH.

Class of 708: FRANK J. Morris, CLARENCE J. STOECKLEIN, CLEMENT
G. JAUCH.
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Class of 709: Harry C. ANDERTON, FRANcIs C. CaNNy, URBAN G.
Focke, JosEPH S. WEIS.

Class of 710: F. X. ScouMacHER, JOHN J. O’CoNNELL, RoBert E.
FLEMING, LAWRENCE J. Rose, WILFRED J. WALTER, JOHN BRAND, RALPH

J. WOLLENHAUPT.
Class of *11: JAmMeEs FRANCIS MurpHyY, LAWRENCE W. STRATTNER, WM.

L. SEIDENSTICKER, Ianatius A. Hart, Fren P. GRUNDISH.
BANQUETS OF HIGH SCHOOL AND BUSINESS DEPARTMENTS.

At the
Phillips

_ On Thursday night, June 15, the Graduates of the High
School Department, with Bro. Andrew E. Nickol, 8.M., as
guest of honor, held their class banquet at the Phillips
House. The hall was tastily decorated with roses and carnations. The opening address was made by Bro. Nickol, and in the course of the banquet,

Thomas Fitzmaurice who presided at toastmaster called on the various members of the class for toasts, to which all responded. Between courses,
music and singing were rendered by the banqueters.

What marked the

occasion was the good cheer, the cordiality and the absence of all formality
among those present.

A very important business meeting was held at

which Mr. James Hall of Dayton was chosen class president and Mr.
Edward Welch of Springfield, class secretary. Motions were made and
carried to join the St. Mary’s Alumni Association, and to hold annual
meetings of the class in the years to come. Mr. Joseph Schlaudecker,
of Cleveland, offered the hospitality of Cleveland for the next reunion
of the class and his offer was accepted. Before dispersing for the night, the

class once more gathered around the piano and with vim and gusto sang the
good old S. M. I. March.
We are pleased to note that the high school graduates have heartily shown
their appreciation of the unanimous passing of the Amendment on Membership

by the St. Mary’s Institute Alumni Association, by voting to join the Alumni
Association, to be united with all the active Alumni who are heart and soul
in making a‘*Greater St. Mary’s.—Alumni Editor.

At the

The graduates of the Business Department of St. Mary’s

Beckel

held their Annual Banquet at the Beckel House, Thursday,

June 15. Joseph Sutton, *11, of Cleveland, O., presided as
toastmaster.
The Class of 1911 was welcomed into the Association by William a

Pflaum. “07; August Janszen had the class toast and responded to Mr.
Pflaum’s words of welcome. Mr. J. C. Ely, President of the Board of
Public Service, was the guest of honor. He gave the graduates words of

advice on their eve of entering the business world. He spoke warm words
of praise for 8S. M. I., and urged the members of the Association to be
loyal to the teachings rodived in their days.

At the business meeting the old officers of the Association were reélected.
They are as follows: President, William A. Pflaum; Vice President,
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Edward Satalia; Treasurer, F. H. Stachler; Secretary, James F. Harrington.
We wish to call the attention of the graduates of the Business Department
to the Amendment on Membership that was passed at the Business Meeting
of the St. Mary’s Institute Alumni Association, June 15. It will be found in
the Alumni Notes of this issue. It was at the earnest request of one of the
present officers of the Association of the Business Department that the present
amendment was formulated some months ago and unanimously passed at the
meeting in June.
It is to be hoped that since the St. Mary’s Institute Alumni Association has
unanimously welcomed the admission of the graduates of the Business Department, that the loyal Old Boys from this department will join the ranks of the
St. Mary’s Institute Alumni Association, and gather around the festive board
in June, 1912.—Alumni Editor.
“THE PSALM OF SUFFRAGE

BERNARD Focke, JR., ’02

Tell me not in stormful numbers,
Voting’s but an empty dream,
Wake my sisters from your slumbers

Let votes be what they seem.
Voting’s real, voting’s earnest,

Tho’ the prison is its goal;
“Woman’s suffrage” all concernest
And we’ll vote it heart and soul.
Ties of bondage, love nor wedlock
Shall not stand within our way;
Votes for women, form a deadlock,

Female slogans of the day.
Life is long and love is fleeting
Let your heart be strong and brave;
Onward, onward, drums are beating,
While we let the poor MAN rave.
In the world’s broad field of battle,

In the primaries of life,
Be not like dumb driven cattle—

Seek the polls prepared for strife.
Lives of women all remind us

We should equal be with men;
Each election let them find us

At the ballot box again.
*Parody at the close of a toast at the Alumni Banquet, “The Suffragettes.”
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Sisters all be up and doin’
With a heart defying fate;
Though you vote eternal ruin
—Learn to ballot and to hate.
DIE DAMEN—GOTT SEGNE SIE

Toast given at Alumni Banquet, June. 15, 1911.
WALTER L. Connors, 705.

GENTLEMEN:
IT am sure that you will forgive me if I appear a little nervous this
evening, for who ever heard of an Irishman trying to get away with a
subject like this?
About two weeks ago one of the Banquet Committee came to me and
informed me that I had been selected as a victim for this evening’s entertainment, and that the subject upon which I was to make .a spectacle of

myself was, “Die Damen—Gott segne sie.”

I immediately asked him if

this had anything to do with the Tariff or the Reciprocity Bill, and he
said that it had not. - He said that he thought it had quite a good deal to

do with rats and Marcelle waves, and so saying he walked away.
I then went to another Hungarian friend and asked him to translate

the subject for me, and he informed me that I was to speak upon “The
Ladies—God Bless Them.”
And two things immediately struck me as
being very, very funny. First, that a fellow like myself, who has enjoyed
such a limited association with the fair sex, should be asked to tell what
he knows of them; and, second, that any fellow, no matter how great his

knowledge or how wide his experience, should be asked to tell an assemblage
like this anything about the ladies. Why, gentlemen, there are men all
around me here this evening who could have given those ancient lady fussers
like Romeo elementary lessons in the art, and it greatly embarrasses me to

think that I must arise from my seat here this evening and presume to tell
~ them those things of which they know so much and I so little. But the
mistake is the Banquet Committee’s, not mine, and like a good soldier I

question not the wisdom of the order, but proceed to obey.
It has been said that woman, though she was created from the rib of
man, has since that creation persistently* refused to be treated as a side

issue, and I know of no statement that contains a higher degree of truth.
The ladies are ever in the lead. Like those gallant veterans at Fairview, they head the procession and we poor men, like Evansville and Terre

Haute, trail on ingloriously behind.

When we were little fellows our good

mothers gripped us firmly by the seat of the trousers and we have been
suffering from the grip ever since.

At the age of ten or twelve we have all—whether we care to admit it
or not—picked out for ourselves some little fairy of a Sun Bennet Sue and
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carried her books home from school for her and bribed her with cakes and

candy and apples and exacted from her that old and foolish promise that the
man always exacts and the girl always gives—that promise to remain ever
faithful and true. Well, ahe promised and the next night we found her

walking home with the other fellow, leaving us to sit alone and pout and
swear at fate and suck our thumbs. ‘There, the very first time we were
jilted, was our golden opportunity to free ourselves forever from the bondage
of blue eyes and golden hair, but, true to our sex, we did not and were lost.
And then as we got older we chose for ourselves some sweet maid of
sixteen or twenty, as the case may be, and sent her chocolates and flowers,

and took her to the theater, going, perhaps, three times our limit, and sent
her poetry which we'stole from Byron or Shakespeare, and tried to make
her believe that we thought her the only sweet thing in all the world, and
were kneeling at her feet in constant adoration. In some cases she didn’t
know us and believed it, and in some cases she knew us and did not. And

some of us are married and some are not. Some of us are still going at a
break-neck pace headed toward certain destruction, but it would be the ~
height of folly for any of you married men, who have been dashed upon the
matrimonial rocks,
warn us, for we single fellows are like you married
-ones——“easy money”for the ladies, and we don’t want to be saved.
Look at the great number of us that are already lost! Why, there

are four of my own class who haye already been drowned in this matrimonial
sea since our graduation day six years ago, and the longest life line is far
beyond their reach.

They still assert, of course, that they are free men,

and point with pride to the good old Stars and Stripes as the emblem of
their freedom.

And if I wanted to lie, too, I could tell them that they are

‘free; that they, have a free will which they may exercise wherever and
whenever they will; that when they committed matrimony their wives
promised, among other things, to OBEY them always, but what would this
avail when they go sneaking into their homes this evening and are called
upon for an explanation of their conduct and the lateness of the hour?
Lies about their freedom count for nothing then. They must face the issue

‘squarely, and in order to maintain peace in their household this very night
they must admit their bondage and try as best they can to dodge a volley
-of qaceions and more material things perhaps. They may yell “Freedom,
Freedom,” but there is no Freedom. Verily it is the Ladies—God Bless

‘Them, but the Men—God Help Them.
And still withall, slaves though we men be, we are subject to a form
of slavery that is not without its compensations.

It is a slavery that affords

us infinite pleasure and makes our lives worth living. That the ladies
exercise over us an almost infinite power is true beyond the shadow of
doubt, but they yield that power with such a gentle kindness that we do not
Tealize its vast extent. The right woman does not have to do anything more

than to merely exist to make our life a paradise.

She exhales happiness
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for us in every breath, and just one sweet smile from her can make our
heaviest burdens light and enable us to accomplish with ease those tasks
which were before impossible.
You are all acquainted with what the famous Kipling said, that “a

woman is only a woman, but a good cigar is a smoke.” Some of you, too,
no doubt, have heard what the perhaps more famous John J. McGraw,
Manager of the New York Giants, has said, that “a woman is only a
woman, but an umpire is only a joke.”
One thing in McGraw’s favor is that he places the woman above the
umpire, but Kipling—well, I shall. answer him in the words of a gentleman

who is the author of a little volume entitled “Poetry and Rot,” and, as I
remember, it runs something like this:
I was readin’ th’ books of a feller as lives in a far off land,
An’ he says as a woman can’t compare with cigars of a certain brand;
He says as she’s only a woman, an’ a good cigar’s a smoke,”

They’re alike I find, fer they’re of’en combined,
T’ keep a feller broke.
But cigars ain’t my steady diet and women—why only one
was ever interested ia th’ little things I’ve done;
An’ smokin’—a pipe’s my limit, an’ no silver mounted affair,
But a cob well burned from smokes well earned,

When I’m through with th’ daytime care.
Then, she sits down beside me, each of us keepin’ still,
Thinking of days that are now gone by, and days to come, until
I reaches out and takes her hand, an’ gives ita little press,
For she’s thinkin’, I know, of that time long ago, -

When she whispered a quiet “Yes.”
Then I heaves a little sigh, and fills another bowl,

Sayin’ “TI guess there’s tobacco enough,” and she—God bless her soul—
Says: “Jim, there’s always tobacco enough, and always will be, too.”
Her meanin’ to me is as clear as can be,

Tho’, perhaps, it ain’t simple to you.
Yes, “a woman is only a woman,” for better she couldn’t be!
An’ a smoke’s a consolation that’s particular sweet to me:
But, as far as comparin’ a woman t’ th’ best cigars for a pal,
Why! the gent’s dead wrong as concocted that song

Or—he never met my old gal.
Chicago
Alumni

The Annual Convention of the Catholic Educational
Association afforded the Chicago Alumni an opportunity,to
meet some.of their former professors and give another in-

stance of their loyalty to the College and the kindly dispositions they entertain towards their Alma Mater and all their professors.

Amongst those
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present were: Rey. Bernard P. O’Reilly, President of the College, Bro.
John A. Waldron, Bro. Albert Kaiser, Bro. Ferdinand Leimkuhler, Bro.

FrederickPaff, M. N. BLuMENTHAL, 797, J. Epwarp Grimes, 704, ALBERT
J. Kemper, 794, Epwarp A. BLUMENTHAL, *03, ALEx. M. BLUMENTHAL,

94, Oscar C. MILER, 92, Epwarp M. MiLter, ’94, JoserH C. WINDBIEL,

792.

The Chicago Alumni expressed themselves as delighted with the glowing reports about Commencement Day, *11, brought to Chicago by Oscar
The
Miller and Ned Grimes, both of whom attended all the exercises.
various features of the day were again reviewed and commented upon,
notably the motion made at the business meeting that a Gymnasium Fund
Ned Grimes, who
be established for the erection of a new gymnasium.
of his little
name
the
in
dollar
first
the
fathered the motion, contributed
bearing
dollar,
this
that
suggested
was
It
Grimes.
Cecile
Nedra
daughter,

the inscription,
“First dollar contributed to the Alumni Gymnasium
Fund by Nedra Cecile Grimes,”

be framed and hung in a conspicuous place in the parlor with a notice that

contributions for the erection of a new gymnasium will be gratefully
received from the Alumni and friends of the College. Every other alumnus

present at the meeting contributed one dollar. The Chicago Alumni are _
We hope that all the,Alumni will join them in boosting the
boosters.

Gymnasium Fund.
ALUMNI GYMNASIUM FUND.

President Hurry Finxe has appointed Harry F. Capper, 98, Chair-

man of the Gymnasium Fund Committee. We congratulate the President
of the Alumni upon the choice made. We know that in Harry Cappel we
have an able and experienced chairman, as well as an enthusiastic booster.

We expect from the committee a financial report for publication in the

Exponent every month, and also suggestions in the line of ways and means
to interest the largest number of Alumni, Old Boys, and friends in our new
Gym. If every Alumnus and Old Boy were to set aside a small contribution every month, these regular contributions, however insignificant they

might seem to be, together, with large contributions received from time to.
time from various sources, would soon put the Gymnasium Fund on a

solid footing.
Following is a list of contributions up to date:

Nedra Cecile Grimes,

$1.00; Epwarp A. BLUMENTHAL, 703, $1.00; ALBERT J. KEMPER, 94,

$1.00; M. N. BLuMENTHAL, ’97, $1.00; ALEx. M. BLUMENTHAL, “94, $1.00;
Epwarp M. Mitusr, 794, $1.00; Oscar C. Mitier, ’92, $1.00; Josepn C.
WINDBIEL, 792, $1.00. Total, $8.00.
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NUGGETS
Rev. F. Jos.
Kelly, ’90

:

We are pleased to take the following account from a

daily of Danville, Ill.

“Rev. F. J. Kelly, who in the capacity of assistant,
accompanied Rey. Father O’Reilly from Peoria when the latter assumed

the position of dean of the Danville diocese a few months ago, will
leave the
city in a few days, to enter the Catholic university at Washington,
D. C., to
take up higher studies that will more eminently fit him for his life’s
work.
It was with the deepest regret that this announcement was
made, for
during his brief residence in Danville, Father Kelly has endeared
himself to
the members of the St. Patrick’s parish, among whom, his great
devotion
to his work, his quiet, unassuming manner and the great good
accomplished through his efforts has made his friends and admirers,
legion.
Thus, it is, while the people of St. Patrick’s reflect with deepest regret
upon
his immediate departure, they rejoice at the good fortune of the young
priest,
in having gained the opportunity of pursuing higher studies at the
Catholic

university, of which their own beloved Archbishop Spalding was the

founder.
_
While Father Kelly has made his presence felt in various beneficia
l
ways at St. Patrick’s, perhaps in no feature of his work will he be
so sadly
missed as in his absence from the organ, through whose melody-laden
keys,
he has spoken to the heart of the city, and right nobly has the city
responded
in the love and admiration, which they have bestowed upon the young
man,
who has spoken to them in the tongue of music, more powerfu
lly and
with a stronger appeal than a dozen pulpits, by those orators gifted
with
silver tongues. The wonderful melody he has extracted from
the noble
organ at St. Patrick’s ‘has attracted to the church hundreds of people,

Catholic and Protestant, who otherwise would not have gone at all.
Next Sunday will probably be Father Kelly’s last appearance at
St.
Patrick’s church, in the role of organist and this alone, is certain to pack

the spacious building to its capacity limit.
Not many priests, so young as this young man, could have
so completely

endeared themselves to a congregation in so brief a time, and
it will be
with the prayers of all St. Patrick’s church for his welfare, that
Father

Kelly will leave Danville.

We feel confident that our loyal Alumnus of ’90 will
win laurels for himself

at Washington. We shall count on seeing you in your
own Gem City in July
and offering our congratulations on your praiseworthy
ambition to take up
higher studies in the interests of Catholic edycation.—Alu
mni Editor.

Elmer
Heile, 05

Elmer Heile, manager of the C‘ovington branch of the
Cincinnati Grain Company, informed us of the first arrival
at his home in the person of litle Mary Angela, who was
born Friday, July 1. Our best wishes to Mr. and Mrs. Heile. Elmer’s two

That Automobile Parade
HE

Automobile

Parade consist-

ing of a score of machines, made a very
interesting part of the
greatest Commencement Day in the history of St. Mary’s.
The parade formed at
the Union Station
upon the arrival of the

Attorney-General,
the Hon. Timothy S.
the principal
through
led
e
Hogan, and the Hon. James E. Campbell, ex-Gov. of Ohio. The line-of-rout
’91, was the
Hegman,
C.
Edward
business streets of the city, and through the best resident sections.
proved a
parade
Automobile
the
that
Marshal of the parade, and it is greatly due to his efficient work
Park.
College
the
entering
autos
three
grand success. The view in the above picture is that of the first
speeded
machines
the
as
snapshot
The Exponent Staff Photographer succeeded in taking a pretty
through the winding roads of the park that is fast becoming one of the most pretty spots in the Gem City.
Automobile Parade Entering the College Park

WDWMRROWPRRPmRPRmDeRemRmananak

TELECE

“The Day After”

t
f
zg
‘Sivctudes
fe es
ee

Our distinguished guests, the Hon.
Timothy S. Hogan and the Hon. James
E. Campbell, after gracing the Alumni
Banquet with their presence at the close
of Commencement Day, remained in
Dayton ’till the next day when they
left on the ‘‘Midday Limited”’ for Columbus. Edward C. Hegman, ’91, in
his Stoddard Dayton, brought our
guests to the college at 11:00 a. m. Friday morning. Here they were met by
a Reception Committee composed of
officers of the N. C. R. and members of
the College Faculty. N.C. R. automoVISITING THE N. C. R.
biles were in readiness in the college
John S. Hogan, Rev. Bernard P. O'Reilly, President S. M. I., Edward C. Hegman, '91,
park, and a ‘‘ride’’ was taken through
Very Rev. Geo. Meyer, S.M., Dr. A. J. Moorman, '00, E. A. Deeds, Vice-President
South
Park and the famed ‘Hills and
N.C. R., Wm. Wohleben, S. M., Hon. Timothy S. Hogan, J. A. Oswald, Gen.
Supt.
N. C. R., Hon. James E. Campbell, J. C. Hale, Mer. Welfare Dept., N.C. R.
Dales” of President John H. Patterson.
The above picture was taken as the
group entered the 12 story office building of the N. C. R.A luncheon was served to the visitors
and the
reception committee, after they had been entertained by an instructive lecture on the work
of the N.C. R.
made doubly interesting by slides and moving pictures.
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brothers, Leonard and Marcellus, have attended 8. M. I. for the past two
years.
Chas. B.

The cut accompanying this article represents a scene

Freeman, ’05 taken at Florissant, Mo., the Novitiate of the Society of

Jesus, on Sunday, April 23, when Cuas. B. FREEMAN, °05,
Rey. Bernard P. O’Reilly, Persident of S. M. I., and Rev. A. Frische, Presi-

dent of Chaminade College, Clayton, Mo., called on two of our Old Boys,

Waxrer A. Roemer, 10, and Harry Huwe, 04.

Charles is located in St.
Louis, holding the

agency for his father’s business, at 722
N. 18th Street. On
being informed that
the President of St.
Mary’s wasa visitor
at Chaminade College, which is under
the direction of Father Frische, Charlie
volunteered to show
him the beauties of

St. Louis and its suburbs from the comfortable seats of his

powerful Interstate car. They set out early in the afternoon for Florissant,

Mo., to pay a visit to two of our Old Boys who are preparing to enter the

Society of Jesus.

It was there that the picture was taken, and our one

snap the picture.

After a pleasant visit of over an hour, the tourists set

regret is that theofficial photographer of the Exponent was not present to

out for Villa St. Joseph, Ferguson, Mo., the novitiate of the Western
Province of the Society of Mary where they were graciously entertained by
the Novice Master, Father Neubert. Thence they returned to Chaminade
College and to St. Louis. Our Rey. President informed us that he enjoyed the ride very much,
and he wishes to thank Charlie again through the Alumni editor for enabling
him to cover so much ground in so short a time.

Since we received the above information, we had the pleasure of a visit

from Charlie at the College. Whilst on his way back from a trip to the
East, his brother, Ben, drove him, his mother, and sister from Cincinnati to

Dayton to see the latest improvements, especially the new Dormitory Building, St. Joseph’s Hall.

We hope that the next time you come you canmake

a longer stay with us, and we feel confident that you will, as we learned that
the Freeman family is to be again represented on the roll next year.
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K. of C.—S.M.I.
Weare pleased to inform our Alumni and Old Boys
Lecture
who patronized the Lecture Course during the winter
Course
months last year that a new course is being arranged for
the coming season. The K. of C. Committee are Dr. ALBERT J. Moorman,

°00, Chairman; L. Ep¢ar OreNnporFr, 99; BERNARD M. Focke, 702; Fred
Weber, and Leo Madden.

Jos. S.

Kemper |

The following short missive found on a postal post-

marked from Belize, and all “a-print’ with “God
=- Save our King and Queen,” will be of interest to all the

readers of the@XPONENT.

“My dear Exponent and dear Teachers of S. M. I.:

these have been red letter days at S. M. I.

I suppose that

We are to have great

happenings, June 22. 23, 24, viz., Coronation (the natives say Crownation)
festivities. But let me whisper to you that as far as celebrations are con-

cerned I would prefer to be at good old S. M. I.

We are glad to hear that you are with us in spirit. Yes; we had big redletter days. The presence of Attorney-General Hogan and Ex-Governor Campbell on Commencement Day was more than an added attraction, it was the
attraction. Many of the Old Boys who have been in a comatose state for some
_ years, crawled out of their cocoons and were flying about S. M. I. as carefree
as of old. Glad to hear from you; let us hear from you again and at length.

Albert J.

Dorsten, '10

Albert J. Dorsten, *10, finished a successful year in

the teaching profession at St. Henry’s Ohio. He attended

the Commencement in June, and was happy to find so
many faces that were familiar from past years. Albert remembered us with

souvenir postals the past year, and ever manifested a lively interest in everything 8. M. I. He was successful in passing for the diploma of teacher

after leaving the college, and St. Henry’s became the scene of his activities.
Success for all years, Albert!
with you.

Come again and bring some of your friends

Attention

The Treasurer of the Alumni Association hereby
.
:
informs the Alumni who were not present at the
Banquet that their membership fee of $1.00 is due.
A general remission of dues in arrears was made last year in
Alumni

favor of delinquents of many years’ standing.

Hence no

Alumnus will be held to arrears prior to June 1910.

Ever

Alumnus was expected to pay $1.00 dues in June 1910 for the
year 1910-1911 and the Treasurer is now calling for dues of
1911-1912. An appeal will be sent to all Alumni who are in
arrears for this year and last year.
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HIGHEST HONORS FOR THE SCHOLASTIC TERM.
Collegiate Department.

Bem seers...

5. oo Gacy
esfdAnthony Tague, 88; Ignatius Hart, 84

Senior Science

William Seidensticker, 88; Lawrence Strattner, 87

Sophomore Letters
Freshman Letters

Francis Mueller, 93; Alphonse Mahrt,
Leo Walsh, 89; Joseph Graham, 88

Freshman Engineering

Robert Gray, 90; Edwin Bradmiller, 85
High School Department.

Fourth High
Third High
Second High—A
Second High—B

First High—A
First High—B

Joseph Schlaudecker, 92; Edward Purpus, 90
Robert Sherry, 97; Clarence Schmitt,
Otto Krusling, 95; Walter Wintermeyer,
William Faigle, 92; William Schleinitz, 91

Charles Meyer, 95; John Hogan, 94
Theodore Oppenheim, 93; Alphonse Burgmeier, 92
Business Department.

Second Business
First Business

96
94
Elementary Department.

Eighth Grade—A

.

Eighth Grade—B
Seventh Grade
Sixth Grade
Fifth Grade

Paul Ohmer, 94; Ambrose Schumacher,
Fred Kubkowski, 91; Victor Emanuel,
John Ott, 91; Lawrence Seidl,
Samuel Wilson, 92; Herman Fien,

Joseph Schaefer, 89: Alex. Eckley, 85
91
90
90
90

The
This year’s commencement at St. Mary’s Institute was one
Commencement of the most successful ever held at the college in every way,
but especially in the large number of prominent men that
graced it with their presence, and in the principal speaker of the occasion, the
Attorney-General of Ohio, Timothy S. Hogan. As the procession of the graduates of the high school, commercial, and collegiate departments entered the
auditorium, the S. M. I. orchestra greeted them with the grand anthem, “My
Country, ’Tis of Thee,’ whilst the audience of almost one thousand rose of one
accord and began to sing with the greatest enthusiasm.

The salutatory by Fred P. Grundish, of Dayton, Ohio, and the valedictory by
Ignatius A. Hart, of Cleveland, Ohio, will serve as models to aspiring graduates
for many years to come. The rendition, on the other hand, gave ample evidence
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that for years they had taken an active part in oratory and dramati-s at the
college.

The address of the day was delivered by Attorney-General Timothy S. Hogan.
It was not a logical development of a single subject, but, as the honorable
speaker declared, a simple, practical talk.
The impression on the audience
was that he had much to say, in a short time, to the graduates wno were about
to leave their Alma Mater, and that his stirring words resetnbled a father’s
farewell advice to a departing son.

His simple, direct appeal for honesty and

fairness was much applauded. “My notion is,’ said he, “that the worst curse
in America to-day is the spirit of design and cunning. It has gotten to a point
that when a man approaches another officially we do not know whether his
motive is pure or whether he is actuated by sinister motive or cunning, Education will correct this. Public spirit and feeling is the result of the application
of correct principles which will convert this monstrous evil.”
Hon. James E. Campbell,-ex-governor of Ohio, spoke felicitously, and, tributing
S. M. I. and its work, added to the good cheer of the occasion by saying that
he is not strictly sectarian, having been born a Presbyterian, having been a
member of a Methodist Sunday school, ‘having played the organ in a Baptist
church, and being now an irregular attendant at Protestant Episcopal services.
He concluded by saying that the work of the world is to be directed by young
- men. When, later on} the S. M. I. orchestra played “The Campbells are Coming,”
he showed that he was delighted by the thoughtful consideration that this
evinced.
The program for the afterncon commencement was the following:
March—“College Alumnus”
Bowman
Salutatory
Fred P. Grundish
Anvil Chorus—“I1] Trovatore”’
:
Verdi
S. M. I. Choir and Orchestra.
Address
Honorable Timothy 8S. Hogan
Overture—“Raymond”
Thomas
AWARDING OF MEDALS AND HONORS

High School and Business Departments.
Selection—‘William Tell”

;

Ressini

AWARDING OF MEDALS AtID HONORS
Collegiate Department.
Violin Solo—Brahm’s “Hungarian Dance” No. V
Arr. by Joachim
Robert Schenk, Violin; Joseph Schlaudecker, Piano.
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Conferring of Degrees.
Ree MMATON ce esas ed Seok ee PN Te epee
Valedictory
March—‘“‘Then We'll All Go Home”
Music by S. M. I. Orchestra.

Heese oan oe eI EZ
Ignatius A. Hart
Van Alstyne

The program for the clcsing exercises of the Elementary Department of the
morning:

. M. I. EXPONENT
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March—“The Winning Fight”

Address

Holzmann

,. Bernard P. O’Reilly, President of the College
Piantadosi
DISTRIBUTION OF PREMIUMS

Fifth and Sixth Grades.
Novelette—“Tete-a-Tete

Thompson
DISTRIBUTION OF PREMIUMS
Seventh Grade.

Satyr Tanz

LinckeDISTRIBUTION OF PREMIUMS
Highth Grade.

March—‘Open Your Eyes”
Music by Student Orchestra.

Honors
Conferred

In the Collegiate Department graduating honors were conferred upon Walter F. Golatka, Bernard J. Miesler, Anthony
E. Tague, Ignatius A. Hart, Leo M. Schmitt, Thomas J. Cobey,
Frank G. May, FredP. Grundish, Wm. L. Seidensticker, Lawrence W. Strattner,
Gerald F. McKinney, James Francis Murphy.
Diplomas of graduation from the High School Department were awarded
to Joseph B.:'Schlaudecker, Edward C. Purpus, Albert J. Kranz, Frank E.
. McBride, William J. Hughes, Thomas E. Fitzmaurice, Clarence Rapp Braun,
Herbert G. Shafer, Dwight G. Estabrook, James E. Hall, Martin C. Synnett,
Edward: A. Welch, Frank J. Senn, Albert G. Hochwalt, Frank S. Smith, William
_H. Crutchfield.
Diplomas of graduation from the Business Department were awarded to
August J. Janszen, Lawrence C. Bucher, Thomas A. Fleming, Henry G. Schei,
Aloysius J. Hirsch, John P. O’Leary, Carl J. Saurbier, Victor J. Kimmel,
Edward A. Glockner, Frank T. Finegan, Henry J. Winter, William F. Kingseed,
Joseph L. Sutton, Leo F. Kimmel.
Degrees
Conferred

The Degree of Bachelor of Arts was conferred upon Walter
F. Golatka, Bernard J. Miesler, Anthony E. Tague, Ignatius:
Hart, Leo M. Schmitt, Thomas J. Cobev, Frank G. May, Fred

P. Grundish,
The Degree of Bachelor of Science was conferred on William L. Seidensticker,
Lawrence W. Strattner, Gerald F. McKinney, James F. Murphy.

Gold
Medals

Gold medals of graduation in the Collegiate Department
were awarded to Walter F. Golatka, Bernard J. Miesler, Anthony E. Tague, Ignatius E. Hart, Leo M. Schmitt, Thomas

J. Cobey, Frank G. May, Fred P. Grundish, William L. Seidensticker, Lawrence
W. Strattner, Gerald F. McKinney, James F. Murphy.

Gold Medals for Conduct were awarded to Leo M. Schmitt, of Sidney, Ohio,
and Anthony E. Tague, of Crooksville, Ohio.
The Gold Medal for Excellence in Christian Doctrine, donated by William H.
of Covington, Ky.,.was awarded to William Seidensticker, of Col--

Holters,

umbus, Ohio.

?
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The Gold Medal for Excellence in Literary Studies, donated by the S. M. I.
Alumni Association, was awarded to Ignatius Hart, of Cleveland, Ohio.
The Gold Medal for Excellence in Philosophical Studies in the Senior Letters
Class was awarded to Anthony Tague, of Crooksville, Ohio.
The Gold Medal for Excellence in Mathematical and Physical Sciences in the
Senior Science Class, donated by Thomas J. Coughlin, of Cleveland, Ohio, was
awarded to William L. Seidensticker, of Columbus, Ohio.
The Gold Medal for General Excellence in Latin Studies in the Sophomore
Letters Class was awarded to Francis M. Mueller, of Dayton, Ohio.
The Gold Medal for Excellence in English Studies in the Freshman Letters
Was awarded to Leo M. Walsh, of Springfield, Ohio.
The Gold Medal for Excellence in Mathematics and Chemistry in the Freshman Engineering was awarded to Robert Gray, of Dayton, Ohio.
The Gold Medal for Oratory, donated by C. E. W. Griffith, America’s Greatest
Reader of Shakespeare, was awarded to Fred P. Grundish, of Dayton, Ohio.
The Gold Medal for Elocution in the High School and Commercial Department was awarded to Francis Thill, of Dayton, Ohio.
The Gold Medal for Class Excellence in the High School and Commercial
Departments were awarded as follows: Fourth Year High to Joseph Schlaudecker; Third Year High to Robert Sherry; Second Business to August Janszen;
First Business to Robert Scott; Second Year High A to Otto Krusling; Second
Year High B to William Schleinitz and Leonard Swift; First Year High A to
Charles Meyer and John Hogan; First Year High B, to Theodore Oppenheim,
Holy Name
Rally

Mr. William Brennan, Xenia’s ex-mayor, was the principal
speaker at the Holy Name Rally held in St. Mary’s Institute
Auditorium, Sunday afternoon, May 28.
Mr. Brennan impressed upon the students of S. M. I. and the Holy Name members of Holy
Angels’ Parish, who to the number of one hundred were present in a body with
their pastor, Rev. Father Neville, that the work of the Holy Name Society was
one of the most urgent and important tasks undertaken by the people of this
country.

He ended with the declaration that ‘the characteristic trait of a gen-

tleman is purity of speech.” Other interesting addresses marking the sixth
annual rally were those of Rev. Bernard P. O’Reilly, president of the college;
Rey. Father Kemper, D.D., of St. Mary’s parish; Rev. Father Martin P. Neville,
of Holy Angels’, and those of two students of St. Mary’s, Wagner Mayer and
John Dillon, Wagner Mayer spoke on the subject of immodest and profane
language with remarkable energy and zeal. The rally was begun with a hymn
and the recitation of the Holy Name Pledge, and ended with three Glorias as
a prayer of reparation, and a hymn. Lawrence W. Strattner, ’11, as President
of the Holy Name Society, was chairman of the rally.

He was happy in his

introduction of the speakers, and evidenced that he was a Holy Name leader
in mind, heart, and word.

- St. Mary’s Institute bid a hearty welcome to the delegates
to the convention of the D. R. K. Staats-Verband von Ohio. On
Sunday, June 4, 8:15 p.m., the students of St. Mary’s enacted
for these delegates the drama, “A Double Triumph,” which had been successthis
fully performed by them some months before. St. Mary’s was honored on
StaatsVerband
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occasion by the presence of the Rt. Rev. Koudelka, of Cleveland.

On the fol-

lowing Tuesday afternoon and evening the delegates of the Staats-Verband were
conducted by members of the Faculty through the Halls and grounds of the
Institute.

Luncheon was served while the Student Orchestra played the good

old German melodies.

At their departure they cordially expressed their thanks

and good will to St. Mary’s.
Senior
Business

On May 26, Mr. H. Schneider, who since some time past has
been appointed City Accountant by the Honorable Mayor, Edw

E. Burkhart, called at St. Mary’s Commercial Department to
explain to the classes in plain terms the “Secret of Promotion.”

Numerous

incidents were cited to make the talk all the more interesting.
On May 25, through the kindness of Mr. J. Hopkinson, superintendent, the
Senior Business Class was conducted by very accommodating guides through
the extensive plant of the Dayton Computing Scales Company.
very pleasant afternoon.

All enjoyed a
.

To all kind friends, a hearty ‘thank you.”
Pennant
Presentation

On Thursday, June 8, the Third Division had its Pennant
Presentation and Annual Farewell Banquet.

The occasion was

the last of its kind for the year, and no pains were spared
by the Prefect and the committee in charge to make it the grandest affair ever
had in the Division.

Nor were expectations disappointed.

The pennants were

presented by Mr. J. Dixon Polley, Jr., Physical Director at St. Mary’s, who was
the guest of honor for the occasion.

Short but well delivered speeches of accep-

tance were made by Albert Kranz of the Clippers and Eugene Schenk of the
Meteors, these teams being the pennant-winning nines of Classes A andB respectively for the baseball season.

A beautiful pennant was also presented to

the Regulars, the representative team of the Divison, by their coach, Brother
Henry Strickroth, and was accepted by Edward Purpus, captain, in a splendid
address. Following this came the awarding of prizes. In Class A the most
popular boy was voted Edward Purpus, the more popular, John Burch, and the
popular boy, Bernard Kranz. In Class B, the corresponding prizes went to
Robert Schenk, Frank Goldcamp, and Elmer Hais. Prizes in the Tennis Tournament were awarded to Albert Kranz in the Singles and Otto Krusling and Harry

Keagler in the Doubles.

As a mark of esteem and appreciation for all that he

had-done for the Division, a large box of candy was presented to Mr. Polley.
Then came the Triumphal March around the clubroom, in which the victorious
teams figured prominently. The banquet was ail that could be expected, and
more.
During this time, addresses and extemporaneous speeches were made,
which were of a rare quality and showed the talents and abilites of the Third
Division Boys of 1911. After a few songs the evening was brought to a pleasant
close. The program:
Opening number, III. Division Orchestra; Pennant Presentation; Awarding
of Prizes: Triumphal March; Violin Solo, Robert Schenk; Farewell Banquet;
Toastmaster, Joseph Schlaudecker; Athletics, Edward Purpus; III. Division,
Allan Ochs; Extemporaneous Speeches; Farewell Address, Albert J. Kranz.
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On the same evening the Fourth Division were celebrating a carnival. The
First Division Clubroom was decorated with bunting and festooning for the
occasion. After a number of well-rendered and enjoyable violin solos,
songs,
and recitations, the pennant was presented by Rev. Father Yeske, the VicePresident of the Institute, to the victorious Orioles, who had conquered the
Herons and Eagles, a feat unheard of before since birds exist. The victors
were: Charles Meyer, Aloys Pohlmann, Howard Monning, Norbert Monning,
Herman

Decker,

Myron

Adams,

Edward Menninger,

Marshall

Remelin,

and

Harry Rehling.
The following received prizes:
Highest batting average—
Frank Kovacic, Charles Meyer, Ralph Neary: Most Runs—Howard Monning,
Norbert Monning, Urban Berry, Jerome Rolandelli: Most Hits—Howard Monning, Urban Leininger, Russell Golden. A banquet at the close was heartily
enjoyed by the fifty youngsters.
Following is the program of the evening: Violin Solo, “Hearts and Flowers.”
Carl Ernst. Recitation, “Left on the Battlefield,’ Edward Menninger. Recitation, “The Door Bell,’ Stephen Du ‘Brul. Song, by Select Choir. Recitation,
“He did not Think,’ Carl Braun. Recitation, “The Cat’s Bath,’ Carl Ernst.
Recitation, “The Three Pirates,” George Klopp. Violin Duet, “Merry Wood,”
Carl Ernst and Harold Weed. Recitation, “The Dog of St. Bernard,” Ralph
Busch. Recitation, “Two Little Boys,” Edwin Server. Dialogue, “Two Kinds
of Fun,” Edward Kuntz and Frank Gaynor.
Violin Solo, “The Old Oaken
Bucket,’ Harold Weed.
Recitation, “Patsy and the Owl,” Georgé Donovan.
Recitation, “The Witness,’ Norton Emrie.

A Tragedy, “The Midnight Ravage,”

by the Dramatic Club. Violin Solo, “Blue Bells of Scotland,” Carl Ernst. Pennant Presentation, Rev. Father Yeske. Chorus, “Joily Students,” Glee Club.
Awarding of Prizes.
Musical
Notes

The S. M. I. Band and Orchestra members had a very enjoyable outing on Decoration Day. This they certainly deserved
for their untiring efforts to enhance so many different occasions. Every month the Exponent ccr‘ained programs either of the S. M. I. or
the Student orchestras and of the S. M. I. Band. Following is the program
played by the band during dinner on Thursday, June 1:
March, City Swells, Neilsson; Lucile Waltzes, Taubert; Alto Trio, Visions,
Al Hayes; first alto, Alois Crowley; second alto, Elmer Hais; third alto; Edward Gross; with band accompaniment. March, Happy Heine. Lampe; March,
College Life, Frantzen. The music was artistically rendered and much appreciated by all.
The curator of the museum makes grateful acknowledgement
to the following contributors:
To the Very Rev. Hippolyte Hamm, S.M., of Austria, for
jubilee stamps and cards commemorative of the recent anniversaries of
Emperor Francis Joseph, and of the Prince Regent Luitpold, of Bavaria.
To Bro. John Beuf, S.M., of Tokio, Japan for a collection of paintings of the
Great Men of Japan and for drawings used by the Japanese students te
decorate court and booths during a National Festival.
To Rev. W. J. Egan, of Dayton, Ohio, for two Spanish coins.
Museum

Iu Your Charity
Pray for the Repose of the soul of

Hinrent BP. Hail
The graduates of 1910 and all the students of the past four years
will

be grieved to

learn

of the death of Vincent P.

Vail,

’10.

He

departed this life June 25, 1911, at Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Vincent P. Vail was born in Cleveland, Ohio, March 16, 1890.
At
an early age he began his studies in St. Columba’s Academy and
later attended the Holy Name School.
He was distinguished among
his companions by an enthusiastic love for study, cheerful, obedience, and deep piety.
As a member of the St. John Berchman’s
Society for ten years, it was his delight to serve at the altar, where
his respectful and pious behavior, which singled him out among his
companions, was a source of much consolation to the clergy, and of
edification to the whole parish.
When the Reverend Pastor of Holy
Name Parish established an early Mass for working men, Vincent
was appointed

as

regular server,

and

every

Sunday

found

him

at

his post, though he had to leave his home at 4:30 a.m.
A notable element in the character of Vincent Vail was a devoted
love towards his good mother.
He loved to spend his free time at
home with his mother, and to be her escort on little pleasure
excursions.
He made her his confidante in every important matter,
and made no secret of the trust he placed in her. °

The four years spent at St. Mary’s Institute, Dayton, Ohio,
revealed him as an industrious student, a courtious young man,
and

one

of

exceptional

strength

of

character.

He

was

a

loyal

friend to his comrades, an active officer of sodalities. of the Holy
Name Society and of the Athletic Association of the College.
The
Faculty and President of St. Mary’s were warin admirers of his
manly character during his years that terminated successfullv,

when as Valedictorian of his class he was graduated from St.
Mary’s in June, 1910.
It was the pious ambition of Vincent to become a priest.
Owing
to the condition of his health, he went to Albuquerque in company
with his sister, Lillian, and his uncle, Thomas Moore, in early April,
in the hope that the sunny climate and dry altitude would restore
him to health.
For some time he gained in health, but later began

to fail. On Saturday, June 24, he received the Sacrament of Extreme
Unction, and very early Sunday morning requested his uncle to
telephone for the priest to bring him Holy Viaticum, as he realized
he was about to leave ths world.
At five a.m. he received the Holy
Sacrament, and, perfectly conscious, he made a fervent thanks-

giving.

Then bidding his uncle and sister farewell, he peacefully

passed away.

The funeral services were held in Cleveland, Ohio, on Saturday,
JHLYs 1:
Marcellus Wagner, 710, of Sidney, Ohio, and Francis H.
Schumacher, 710, of Dayton, Ohio, went to Cleveland to act as pallbearers of their departed classmate and friend.
Besides his father
and

mother,

Vincent

Vail

leaves

three

sisters,

Lillian,

Catherine,

and Loretta, his brother, Edward, and his uncle, Thomas Moore, to
mourn his loss.
The President, Faculty, Classmates, Students of
S. M. I., and his many friends offer their heartfelt sympathy in the
great affliction which has taken away an obedient son and a loving
and devoted brother.

KR.

2.

The Chaminade Scholarship
At

September

there was

opened

in

a

beautiful suburban district of St. Louis,
Missouri, another institution of the Society of

Mary, called Chaminade College, after the
saintly founder of the order. This young scion
takes great interest in the doings of the old
mother house at Dayton, and particularly
the efforts the

Exponent

scholarships for

the

is

making

newly erected

to

in

raise

Apostolic

School of Japan, where the Society of Mary is
educating
men

to

Japanese Christian boys and young
become

priests,

religious,

catechists

and teachers in the Land of the Rising Sun.
The students of Chaminade College have

pre-

sented

first

in

scholarship

the

past

to the

month

of

Exponent.

is the list of contributors:

May
The

a

following

Students:—Joseph

Auffenberg, $2.45; Walter Betschart, £2.05;
Very Rev. Wm. Joseph Chaminade | George Botschen $2.40; Arthur Denny, 40c.;
Who Founded the Society
George Denny, 30c.; Walter Garvey, 55c.;
’
Edward Goldbeck, $3.05; Anthony Hoormann,
Oat a POPE:
$2.00; Robert Hummert, $3.20; Felix Keaney,
$2.95; Josepn Krekeler, $2.55; William Lamy,
$2.25; Edward Mohen, $2.95; Robert Mohen, $2.90; Bernard Niemeyer, $3.05: Harry Wielms, 60c.
Friends—James McBride, #8.00; Mrs. A. Mohen, $5.00: Charles Herschfeld, 50c; A. T.
Dwyer, 75c; Mrs. T. Dwyer, 50c.;S. Denny, 50c.; H. J. Wielms, 50c.; Mrs. V. Schne‘der, $1.25;

John Mohen, $1.00; Mrs. G. Zingre, 25c.; Miss Mary Betschart, $1.00: Charles Keller, 15c.:
C. Schneider, 70c.; J. Silva, 10c.; William Seibert, 25c.; Mrs. J.

Foehr, 50c.; J. Potier, 30c.;

Miss Mabel Dwyer, 30c.; Mrs. Potier, 35c.; Anton Niemeyer, $1.00; Mrs. A. Goldbeck, $2.00;
Mrs. C. Goldbeck, $1.00; Miss M. Mohen, 25c.

Total Chaminade Scholarship, $60.00

Chaminade College, Clayton, Missouri

For the Higher Education of Catholic Boys and Young Men.

The Latest Foundation of the

Society of Mary opened September, 1910
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To. Mr. Allhoff, of Dayton, Ohio, for a large bell-glass.
To Mr. Geo. A. Ringger, of Gorgona, Panama, for specimens of the cottonwood tree fruit.
A Word

of Thanks

The following extract from a letter of the Secretary of the

Statts-Verband shows the feelings of appreciation of the dele-

gates attending the convention in Dayton:
“To the Beloved and Esteemed President of St. Mary’s Institute:
I beg to
say that the last hours of our stay at St. Mary’s Institute made our recollections
of Dayton more enjoyable and appreciated. In saying this I am not only expressing my own sentiments, but of all the delegates and their ladies. Your
hearty and frank manner of bidding all a glad welcome to enjoy ourselves to
our heart’s content at the bountiful laden tables, and the special menu of the
always cherished well-known German wish with its appetizing aroma was commended with joy and delight by all the visitors.
“On the cityward journey were heard heartfelt expressions of one and all;
their delighted expression of gratefulness and appreciation for such a grand
hospitality on your part; and the never-to-be-forgotten kindness shown us by
yourself and your assistants. Permit me, therefore, Dear Reverend Father, to
express to you the unanimous thanks of all the delegates, their ladies, and myself of the Staats-Verband.”’

R. I. P.

We were deeply grieved to learn of the death of Mrs.
Garcia, the mother of Prudencio Garcia, which occurred

on June 20.

Prudencio left Dayton on June 17 and St.

Louis on June 18 on his long journey to Mexico.

It was whilst he was on

the way that his good mother died.
In the name of the faculty and students of the College, we desire to
express our profound svmpathy to our comrade and friend, as also to all the
other members of the family. As prayers cannot be offered by the entire
student body assembled in the College Chapel, which is the custom during
the scholastic year, we earnestly recommend to the students to remember the

good mother of our fellow-student in their prayers and Holy Communions
at home.
é

Japanese Scholarship Fund
e

Third Endowment Fund
Cash on hand, April 1911
Contributions received since April, issue of EXPONENT:
Dayton, Ohio: Miss Helen Wassenich, $5.00; Mrs. Thomas
$1.00: John E. Sherer, $1.00: Mrs. Louis Goetz, $5.00;

Synnett,
Mrs. A.

Schantz, $5.00; Mr. C. J. Ferneding, $5.00: Mr. Edward Neder, $3.00:
Mrs. Hilerman, $2.00; Mr. John Barlow,
thelemy, $1.00; Mr. Anton Amann, $1.00.
Clayton, Mo.:

$2.00;

Miss Mary Bar-

THE CHAMINADE SCHOLARSHIP
Contributed by students and friends of Chaminade College
Cash on hand, July, 1911
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FRED W. Sturm, 714, Editor.
The past baseball season at St. Mary’s has been oneof the most successful
in the history of the popular sport at the college. Not a game was lost, not a
_Zame was an easy victory.
If we consider the classy teams that Manager
Schmitt brought to Dayton, and the “rep” they had until the Saints tore down
‘their colors, we must doff our caps to the 1911-team for being able to turn the
trick. Lebanon brought on a bunch of semi-pros, headed by the star flinger,
Pittenger, on whom Foxy Griffith, the Red manager, has his eye; and Lebanon
went down in defeat. Earlham had by far the best college team in southern
Ohio and Indiana, and they came up to S. M. I. glorying in a string of
victories and boasting that they would let the Saints down easy.
Earlham
came; Earlham won until the ninth, but—(ay, there’s the rub); after two
were down in the final round, the Saints let loose a succession of bingles,
scoring five runs, winning handily, 6—5. Then came Cincy U. By Jove, they
looked mighty dangerous from afar and they were so also when near. They
could hit, and “Snake” Kennedy, the best amateur twirler in Cincy, pitched
for them; but the gyrations and sinuosities of “Snake,” and the hitting of the
Porcopolites didn’t bother the locals at all. They simply outhit and outfielded
Cincy and brought home the bacon.
These were only three of the tough games; the others were of the same
variety, but not quite as spicy. Following is a record of the 1911 baseball

season:
April 22,
April 27,
May 4,
May 10,
May 20,
May 27,
June 5,

RH E
1911....Wilmington College...2 7
1911....Springfield Nationals.2 2
1911 ....Miami Military
1911 ....Lebanon University..7 13
1911 ....Earlham College :...5 7
1911
Cincinnata We ccs si 6 10
1911....Cincinnati Clergy ...

The
Banquet

RE
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

Mary’s
Mary’s
Mary’s
Mary’s

On June 5, the Athletic Association held its annual banquet
in the club room of the Senior Division. About one hundred
members were present.
The banquet room was tastily decorated with colors and trophies by several artists of the I. Division. The menu
was first class and the toasts most enjoyable. Mr. Leo Walsh, President of the
Association, presided as toastmaster and he fairly outdid himself. His happy
introduction of the various speakers, his humor, and his enthusiasm went over
to the banquetters and made the occasion one of the most interesting and enjoyable the Association ever had. Mr. William Seidensticker responded to his
call by a splendid toast on “The Present,’ in which he lauded the sports of the
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year, cast a brief glance at the past years, and prophesied as to the future.
Mr. Leo Schmitt jumped into the limelight as an orator and poet when he, in a
most happy manner, gave a “Retrospect” of the past year. He mentioned that
at the college, one of the most interesting spots is the museum, and he suggested that if it were possible, a museum should be started in which would
be kept the ball with which Hart made his clean sweep through the Xavier
eleven; the baskets with which the quintet did up Notre Dame; the sprinting

shoes in which Blaire made the 100-yard dash; the ball that Sutton pulled onehanded from over the water trough and saved the Lebanon game; and trophies
of the various and numerous other star performances of the past year. He was
‘vigorously applauded. Mr. Tim Kearns looked into “The Future,” and pictured
the great position S. M. I. would occupy in sportdom in a mighty few years.
Mr. John Dillon roused up tremendous enthusiasm with his stirring toast on
“Loyalty to Alma Mater.” If the enthusiasm enkindled during his speechis to
be an augur of the future, Alma Mater will not lack loud-voiced and deep-lunged
rooters at her sports. Mr. Ignatius Hart spoke on the sane “Athletics” that are
conducted at S. M. I. The toasts were all exceptionally well rendered and
received hearty applause. Impromptu speeches were then made by the various:
Board Members, Faculty Directors, Coaches, and Associate Members. Mr. Alphonse Mahrt spoke for the Day Scholars; Mr. Clarence Braun for the II.
Division, and Mr. Edward Ruhl, after a series of gyrations, amidst vociferous
applause, succeeded in “unscrewing” a speech of congratulation to the teams
of 1910-1911.
The evening was made still more enjoyable by the splendid
singing of the Senior Glee Club and the music of the Senior Orchestra.
St. Mary’s—S8
The Saints played their last game of the season against the
Vs.
fast Cincinnati Clergy, headed by the old star, Father Falls.
Cin. Clergy—4 There is no use talking, but the bunch that were at St. Mary’s
on Pentecost Monday, with a little practice would look like a mighty sweet
bunch of ball tossers. Father Falls, the dread of the Varsity teams during years
gone by, essayed to do the pitching, and he twirled a good game. But everybody had to say that Father Falls is not the pitcher he was = year ago. He
relied mostly on curves, and he has some pretty ones, by the way, which were
hit hard, but would not land safe for the Saints. “Tub” Weich was on the
slab for the Varsity and he had a mighty hard job keeping serious and keeping
control with the continual and fierce joshings he got from hys brother, Rey.
Welch, and from Rev. Falls. But “Tub” did all right and kept the Clergy to
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The box score is as follows:
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Hit—Meyer.

Bases

on Balls—Welch 3, Falls 1. Struck Out—By Welch 4, by Falls 1. Wild Pitches
—Welch. Left on Bases—S. M., 3, Clergy 6. Hit by Pitcher—Debenbrock.

St. Mary’s—10
The Saints expected a hard tussle when they met Cincintarew ee
nati University, and they were not deceived in their expectaCin. U.—6
tions. Cincy had been playing great ball all along: they had
a star flinger in “Snake” Kennedy, and they were experienced at the game.
But the Saints got Cincy’s goat. The game was marked by clever fielding and
hard hitting, three homers being made.
Kennedy, Schlemmers, and Sutton
were the boys that poled out the long ones. Sutton’s was probably the longest hit ever made on the grounds, and broadened the smile that was on Kennedy’s
face.
The Saints took the lead in the second, but by the fifth inning the
score was tie, and by the eighth, Cincy was one to the good. in the eighth
the Saints scored four on four big bingles, a sacrifice and a base on balls.
McKinney was doing fine work for the Saints and got himself out of many a
hole. In the seventh “Tub” Welch did the helping stunt and held the visitors
helpless for the rest of the game. The box score follows:
St. Mary’s—
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Left on Bases—Cin. U. 7,
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SECOND DIVISION.
Juniors—9
We thought we were struck by a cyclone when the Oakdales
vs.
took the field against the Juniors. Several of the men were
Oakdales—6 | up in the thirties and the team looked like—it’s hard to say.
They wore black shirts, and the appearance of some of the players was funereal,
to say the least. But the Oakdales could play, they could swat, and they were
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cool-headed. For the first six innings it looked like they were going to do
the undertaking stunt with the Juniors, but after that round the Juniors’ batting eyes got peeled and they started to hit for keeps, winning 9—6.
Juniors—2
The fiercest tussle that the Juniors had this year was against
VS.
the champion Monitors of Dayton. It was a great game until
Monitors—10 the seventh, the Juniors holding g the e lead
2—0.
But
lead
2—0.
u th en
Sourd, who had been pitching superb ball, weakened and the -Monitors hammered him hard for the remaining innings, taking home the game.
The
Juniors played gilt-edge ball during the entire game, the outfielders coming in
for a great share of the-honors.
The infield wobbled a little at times, but
Sourd was equal to the occasion and generally pulled himself out of a hole.
The Juniors deserve great.credit for the showing they made against so star an
aggregation as the Monitors.
Team
The Junior team lined up as follows: G. Mahoney, ib.; Groand
gan (captain), ¢c.; Campbell, r.f.; O’Neill, 3b.; Senn, 2b.;
Record
Hartke, c.f.; Neary; r.f.; Bahlman, ss.; Sourd, p.; Braun, Lf.
The record of the Junicrs is one to be proud of. It reads as follows:
Juniors
vs. All Stars
Juniors
vs. Third High
Juniors
vs. Carlisles
Juniors
sis
vs.
Juniors
VS.
Juniors
vs. Oakdales
PUTT
OLSs 256 Se Oe ee ee eae eee 3
vs. Third High
PUTILOL Rate kehee oko es arahete ace Beene 2 vs. Monitors
THIRD DIVISION.
The Third Division closed the baseball season with a grand game between
the pennant winners of the two leagues. The Clippers won the pennant in
Class A and the Meteors in Class B. The standing of the leagues is as follows:

Class A

w L

Clippers (A. Kranz, Capt)..7
Senators (S. Ott, Capt)
5
Pioneers (E. Purpus, Capt).3

3
5
7

per.

Class B

.700
.500
.300

Meteors
Wizards

WD

Per,

The III. Division Regulars had a very successful season. Ten
games were played, three of which were defeats, the rest victories. Bro. Henry Strickroth had the team in fine form, and
his systematic and experienced coaching was in evidence in every contest. The
line-up of the Regulars was: S. Ott and Stegmeier, c.; J. Burch and Gross, D.;
A. Kranz, capt. and 1b.; C. Gladen, 2b.; B. Kranz, ss.; E. Purpus, 3b.; Lansdell,
l.f.; Reitemeier, c.f.; C. Schmitt, r.f.; Doran and Farrell, subs. The record is
as follows:
VS.
Cadet Juniors
RGGWiais ee ee
io oeeee
vs.
Invincibles
Regulars
vs.
Sacred Heart
Rertiaistce
si Vote. 19
:
All Americans
Regulars
f
VS.
Cadet Juniors
Record
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Regulars
Regulars
Regulars
Regulars
Regulars

:
)

VS.
vs.
VS.
vs.
vs.

The Division was especially fortunate in tennis players: AI.
Kranz, the old time single champion, held his title, though he
had to play some to beat his opponent, Jos. Schlaudecker. In
the doubles, J. Schlaudecker and E. Purpus, former champions, were defeated
by Otto Krusling and H. Keagler.
‘Tennis

E. Purpws.
FOURTH DIVISION.
The IV. Division Regulars kept their long string of victories
unbroken when they beat Holy Rosary Stars, 4—2. The fea-

IV. Div.—4
vs.

H. R. Stars—2 ture of the game was the great work of the Minim battery,
Kovacic and Meyer.
score:

“Kivvy” had his opponents completely at his mercy.

The

RH E
Holy Rosary Stars
0
9
0
0
2—2 5 3
Minims
2e
0
0
0
x—4 7 Il
Batteries—Minims, Kovacic and Meyer; H. R. S., Sherry and Madlinger.
IV. Div.—7

The last game of. the season was against the strong Day

Day Scholars scholar team. It was a battle to the death, for the Day Scholey:
ars were bound to break the Minims’ great record. But they
did not succeed, as the score shows. Rollandeli starred in the garden, and
Golden played like a veteran on third. The score:
e
Feb 5
Day Scholars
0
2
Qi
30
0
0—2 5 3
3

0

0

1

0

x—7

6

I

Batteries—Minims, Kovacic and Meyer; Day Scholars, Meinninger and Hoch-

walt.
Leagtc

Standing

.

Through the masterly twirling of “Nig’’ Monning, the Orioles

climbed steadily to the top and finally won the pennant.

The

standing of the league at the end of the season was as follows:
5
ROD,
Orioles (Meyer, Capt)
Herons (Berry, Capt)
PAStes Eire WANA. “CADET. serait
tice os awe iearadsPewee 6

6
i
8

TL
.500
.429

C. MEYER.
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THE JOB
Green & Co. 1911.

275 pp. $7.20.
Frank Norbury, an artist and author of some repute, is in quest of a man and
woman of such character which will answer the purpose of his new book, describing”
the possibility of love’s remaining in the soul and heart of a man despite the fact of
having neglected his first wife and let the “other woman” take precedence and later
on returning to her, who abhors him and yet has never ceased to love him. Hefinds his man in John Middleton and through strange circumstances his wife
becomes the secretary of the author, and is instrumental in putting life and color
into the work by the narration of her own heart troubles and incidentally the book
causes the reunion of two souls. That during a period of enforced separation never
ceases to love. Its a strong interesting story of modern social life, of vital consequence and persistent fascination.

MISS GIBBIE GAULT by KATE LANGLEY BOSHER. New York, Harper
and Brothers. 1911. 326 pp. $1.50.
This is the story of a quaint old maid whose radical views of marriage. religion,
and morals are described in a most piquant form. ‘The story is related with an
irresistible mingling of humor and tenderness and brims with aphorisms, whimsical .
philosophies and delicious fancies. Her protege, Mary Cary, is a delightful char-acter and illustrates how much love will do when: directed in proper channels.
The author’s touch is picturesque, each one of the characters having an individuality”
which attracts and holds the interest of the reader, one grows to love them all these-

people of Yorkburg and none more than dear, quaint old Gibbie Gault.
THE HAUNTED PAJAMAS by FRANCIS PERRY ELLIOT,
The Bobbs-Merrill Co. 1911. 355 pp. $1.25.

Indianapolis.

A frolicsome, fictitious story, full of rapid movement, vivid coloring. and fascinating interest. An English American sends a Christmas present to his friend, Merriman, at the Chinese Legation in Hong Kong who in turn repays the compliment by
sending a pair of red silk pajamas, once the property of a Chinese necromancer,
having the power to transform the personality of the wearer to the one last
_ associated with.
This brings on a series of ludicrous entanglements, some well
nigh tragedies, until they are finally reduced to ashes by a very sensible beautiful girl,
Francis Billings. There’s decidedly too much of the English cockney phraseology in
it which proves tiresome, otherwise the characters delineated are of an interesting
type and the humerous situations are exhilarating.
THE HIGH HAND by JACQUES FUTRELLE. Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill
;
Co. 1911. 296 pp., $1.25.
This is one of the most remarkable books of the year, the description of a remarkablepersonality. Jim Warren, a factory hand, of a shrewd mind and penetration sees.
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in politics a game of chance and his inborn honesty cannot conceive the travesty

of some representatives and the graft permitted by the State Legislature. His aim and
ambition is to clear out such social and political frauds and succeeds admirably.
Original thought and thought-provoking theories on the social code and a pretty
romance make the book of absorbing interest.

YELLOWSTONE NIGHTS, by HERBERT QUICK.
Merrill Company. 1911. 346 pp., $1.25.

Indianapolis, Fhe Bobbs-

In Canterbury—Pilgrim style eight travelers make a trip of the National

Aconite

Driscoll,

the

driver

of the surrey,

rich

valuable guide, protector, entertainer and friend.

in

Yellowstone

lore,

Park.

proves

a

Each evening, after the day—long

revel in the Garden of Wonders, the group gather round the campfire and some
membe: appointed by lot, spins a yarn of other days and other ways.

The thirteen

stories told, involve themes that for the humaness of the situations and the value of
the lessons covertly taught, will prove of interest to a wide circle of readers.
OLD RELIABLE, by HARRIS DICKSON.
0." 191-340 pp: $1.25.

Indianapolis,

The Bobbs-Merrill

A yery absorbing story, well written, and full of humor. The scene is laid in
Vicksburg after the Civil War, and the plot revolves about an old negro. Corporal
Zack Foster, whom “everybody, white and black, called Ole Reliable.’
Old
Reliable is aristocratic in bearing and looks with infinite scorn upon any upstart of his
own race; he is a hanger-on of the whites and he knows how to walk among them;
he is philosophic, wise, shrewd and prudent; he is extremely lazy preferring rather

to sit in the shade of a tree and watch his fellows toiling in the broiling sun than
turn a spade himself; he can lie “like the devil’? and like the rest of his race, he
has a strong passion to “assimilate” other people’s property.
Not since the day
when we read Uncle Tom have we met with so marked and well-drawn a negro
character as Old Reliable.
THE SOCIAL VALUE OF THE GOSPEL, by LEON GARRIGUET. Edited by
MGR. HENRY PARKINSON, D.D., PH.D., London Catholic Truth Society. 1911.
223) Pp. 286d,
A unique book of its kind.

.In the Preface by the editor Mgr. Parkinson of Oscott

College, the latter says: ‘Hitherto we have possessed no Catholic work in English
on the precise subject of the social import of the Gospel.” A little further on,
defining the scope of the book, the editor continues: ‘The purpose of the book is
to state the position taken up by Christ on the general questions of wealth, poverty,
property, communion of goods, socialism, and economic progress.” The body of the
work is preceded by a short biographical sketch of its learned author, M. l’ Abbé Leon
Pierre Garriguet. The Catholic student of socioligy will be delighted with this book.
Christ as a social Reformer is a rather novel aspect of the God-man to a good
many Catholics. The book before us will help them to “get used to” the idea and its

practical consequences.

CHAPTERS ON CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE; REASON THE WITNESS OF
FAITH, with Ecclesiastical Imprimatur.
pp., 75 eents.

New York, F. Pustet & Co.

1911.

246

In this book, as explained in the Preface, the author aims at “bringing out the
absolute harmony of Religion with Reason for the especial instruction of the
American and the English Catholics who ae constantly confronted by both press
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and pulpit and by daily intercourse with the ever-ready ridicule of apparent dis-crepancies between their distinctive views of life and the current views of the world.”
The book seems well adapted for its purpose. Though primarily intended for Catholics
to give them more assurance in telling of the “faith that is in them” it is also a handy

manual for intelligent non-Catholics who wish to get a clear and honest idea of the
“Mother Church.”
THE TRAINING OF CHILDREN AND OF GIRLS IN THEIR TEENS, by
MADAM C#CILIA. New York, Benziger Brothers. 1911. 118 pp., 50 cents.
This little book by the well-known religious, Madam Cecilia, ought to appeal very
strongly to those for whom it is written, i.e., Christian mothers. It is hardly of iess
interest to any and all others engaged in educational work. The book presents in
plain yet attractive language the various problems that confront those charged
with the training of younger children and of girls above twelve.
It is a little
treatise on pedagogy in its particular line, and deserves to share in the popularity
of the talented and zealous writer’s many other works.

;

TOWARDS THE SANCTUARY, by REV. J. M. LELEN.
1911. 161 pp., 25 cents.

St. Louis, B. Herder.

The author of this little book has set himself a noble task,—that of recruiting
the

ranks of God’s' priesthood.

The book will appeal to any serious young man,

whether an aspirant to the priesthood or not, for no one can ever learn too much

of the ideals and motives that inspire souls to embrace the highest and_ holiest
of callings. Father Lelen’s book is certainly one of the best spiritual reading books
for college Loys and young men making a retreat, not only because of the valuablematter ‘it contains, but because the matter is so presented that it will

be read by

those to whom it addresses itself.
FRANCISCO FERRER, by JOHN A. RYAN, D.D.
87 pp., 15 cents net.

St. Louis, B. Herder.

1911.

A good, serviceable “‘statement of the case” for the average reader who is “after” a
little more than -the shallow information furnished by the newspapers and the
magazines. Francisco Ferrer has attained a prominence before the world that he
never deserved, but as matters are we “want to know” about him. Dr. Ryan’s little
book is just the thing for our purpose.
FREDERIC OZANAM: HIS LIFE AND WORKS, by KATHLEEN O’'MEALEA.
New york. Christian Press Association Publishing Company. 1911. 345 pp., 85 cents
‘net.

Not so well known among Catholics as he deserves to be is Frederic Ozanam,
“that brilliant Catholic scholar, that true follower of St. Vincent de Paul, that
great examplar of the zealous Christian charity-worker whose entire history is
one continued recital of beautiful acts of self-sacrifice and benevolent deeds, entering
into a life unselfishly devoted to the alleviation of the wants and the lessening of the
miseries and ills of the poor, the suffering, and the afflicted.” The present volume
is a new edition of Kathleen O’Meara’s fine classic biography—the “best biography
in the English language excepting Boswell’s Life of Johnson’’—and the publishers
have rendered a great service to Catholics in general and to the host of Vincentians
the world over.
:
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WHO ARE THE JESUITS? by REV. CHARLES COPPENS, S.J.
B. Herder. 1911. 106 pp., 50 cents.

St. Louis,

The well-known author of this interesting little book, after stating several of the
most notorious charges brought against the Jesuits, introduces his book as “a plain,
clear, and neat statement of the truth, which, though very brief, may give the honest
enquirer satisfactory and reliable information.” The book proves to be all that the
author claims for it, and will be welcomed by the seeker after truth and fair play.
ST. MICHAEL, ‘ROMAN VON FELIX NABOR.
1911. 392 pp., 75 cents.

New York, F. Bustet & Co.

A beautiful story in which the events are grouped
a good and zealous priest,—a true shepherd, who
A good deal of sociology is “administered” through
incidents and the story form in which the teaching is
it accessible to many who would not learn it in
deductions.
The style is beautiful and idiomatic,
without a break through the eleven chapters.

about the figure and career of
“gives his life for his flock.”
the description of persons and
couched is calculated to render
the form of propositions and
and the interest is sustained

MEMORABILIA: GLEANINGS FROM FATHER WILBERFORCE’S NOTE
BOOKS, with an Introduction by F. VINCENT McNABB, O.P.
New York,
Benziger Brothers. 1911. 338 pp., $1.10 net.
In the Introduction to these “Gleanings” the editor, Father Vincent McNabb,
says of them that they are “not the quiet offspring of hours of leisure, but the
fire-welded outpouring of a soul wrestling nobly with itself in the ever deepening
shadows of death.”
The reader is soon convinced. that this statement is very
‘descriptive, and that he is face to face with real meditations, not merely with a
collection more or less systematic, of truths to be made into meditations,—excellent
and helpful as such collections often are. Part I. of the “Gleanings” is entitled
“Thoughts for Religious in Times of Retreat, Part II. Thoughts for Meditation on
the Life and Passion of our Lord,” and Part II “Papers on Miscellaneous Subjects.”
Practically every phase of effort and struggle through which the religious soul is.
called to pass is portrayed, with the added inspiration of a noble example.
The
mechanical makeup of the book is substantial and attractive. A fine gift book for a
religious.
;
LIFE OF THOMAS EDWARD BRIDGETT, Priest of the Congregation of the
Most Holy Redeemer, with Characteristics from his Writings, by CYRIL RYDER,
Priest of the same Congregation. With a Preface by the RIGHT REHV. ABBOT
GASQUET, O.8.B. New York, Benziger Brothers. 1906. 264 pp., $1.25 net.
A beautiful sketch of the famous convert missionary, Father Bridgett.
The
usual plan of biography is followed,——“the Simple, straightforward history of a holy
priest,a

fervent

and

exact

religious,

a

zealous

missionary,

a

faithful

friend,

and

a prudent director of souls’—to quote the words of Abbot Gasquet in the “Introduction” written by him. Father Bridgett was an extraordinary man.
His literary
activity was sufficient by itself to make him famous, though it was never permitted
to encroach ever so slightly on his duties as a priest and a religious, nor to-keep him
from arduous and manifold missionary enterprises.

The “Life” is most interesting,

and the many friends of Father Bridgett will feel grateful to Father Ryder for
his fine work. And those also, who will make the first acquaintance with Father
Bridgett through its pages will know how to appreciate the inspiration that comes
from the example of a great and holy man, as embodied in a well written biography.

\
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EDUCATION AS GROWTH; OR THE CULTURE OF THE SOUL, by L. H.
JONES. Boston, Grim & Co. 1911. 275 pp., $1.25.
“This little book is devoted to .
In the Forword of this book the author says:
a discussion of the best ways of attaining sound character through the process of
acquiring an education under the discipline of the school and other institutions of
civilization.” In the first chapter, enttled “The Point of View,” he further unfolds
his plan as follows: “This book is frankly one-sided,—devoted to the discussion of one
important phase of education namely growth, as distinguished from other aspects of

the same subject.” The remaining chapters are: “Self-Activity,” ‘Self-Revelation.”
Mr. Jones has added a scholarly contribution to the literature of pedagogy. His
book embodies the results of wide

experience with

teaching and teachers, and

of

eareful, deep study.
THE CULTURE OF THE SOUL, by REV. PATRICK RYAN.
Benziger Brothers. 1911.
226 pp., 90 cents net.

New York,

The author’s intention in writing this book is “to help persons in the world to

acquire perfection.” In a series of five “treatises” each subdivided into a number .of
chapters, the great essentials of Christian perfection are successively treated. The
treatises are as follows: ‘Meditation,’ ‘Prayer,’ “The Presence of God,” “Hxamination of Conscience,’ and “Conformity to the Will of God.”
Hach subject is
thoroughly treated. As the author remarks, “It may strike many that this little
book is simplicity itself, and so it is, but the writer has given it years of thought, and
so condensed and arranged the matter that while it embraces all that he considers
of utility. it is not two diffuse.” Serious persons in the world ought to find this
book very well adapted for the purpose the author had in mind.
ESSENTIALS OF BIOLOGY, by GEORGE H. HUNTER, A.M. Cincinnati,
American Book Co. 1911. 448 pp., $1.25.
The essentials of the science of biology are treated with fulness and ample illustration in this text-book for beginners.

The author through his extended service as

teacher of biology in secondary schools, is well equipped for the task of writing a
textbook designed, as this one is, chiefly for high school use, although intended also
to be available for elementary college. classes. At the head of each lesson is a group
of problems, calculated to arouse the pupil’s interest, and stimulate him to personal
efforts. The reference books, at the close of each chapter, furnish an opportunity for
a more comprehensive development of the subject. This textbook aims simply at a
clear cut statement of vital principles, giving each weight according to the scientific

importance which it possesses.

The book includes many and beautiful illustrations.

THE CLASSIC MYTHS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE AND ART, by
CHARLES WILLS GAYLEY, LITT.D., LL.D. New York, Ginn and Company.
1911.
597 pp.,. $1.50.
This handy volume should prove a happy addition to the library of every thorough
:
student of English Literature. Truly has the author written in his introduction
“Much of our best English poetry lies beyond the imaginative reach of many readers
beeause of their unfamiliarity with the common places of literary allusion, reference,

and tradition.” One hundred and eighty-nine Illustrations grace the book and make
it of live interest to the every day student. With the advancement made these
past years along progressive lines in our college courses, this volume on Classic
Myths should be warmly welcomed as a volume greatly needed to unravel what
must otherwise seem

to the average student to be meaningless. poetic effusions in

the higher walks of literature.
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ENGLISH LITERATURE, by REV. WILLIAM N. SHERAN, M.A.,
Cincinnati, American Book Company. 1911.- 498 pp., $1.25.

LL.B.

The want of a suitable text book of English Literature is an inconvenience under
which Catholic schools and colleges have labored for many years.

Father Shevran

tries to meet this need by placing in the hands of Catholic students and teachers an
excellent English Literature.
methods.

In many respects his work is a departure from old

The advantages of the new arrangements can be discovered only by testing

them in the class room. While not hesitating to express his personal convictions, the
reverend author draws much critical opinion from standard classic critics. Consequently the student thereby enjoys the benefit of the best critical judgment. The
author

employs

the

condensed

quotation

with

unusual

critic’s thought in a simple phrase or a pithy sentence.
condensed,

skill—often

crystalizing

a

The treatise being extremely

the ,teacher is naturally supposed to supplement it by the consultation

of more exhaustive literary and historical works.
Although intended particularly
for Catholic schools and colleges, Father Sheran’s English Literature is not disfigured
by religious prejudices. In elaborating his treatise, the author followed the principle,
that “there is no valid reason for excluding any literary genius because the possessor
happens to profess this or that particular religious faith.

Every man or woman of

artistic talent should be assigned a place, not according to religious orthodoxy, but
according to the laws of the realm of art.’ It is impossible to not in our limited
space all the merits of Rey. Sheran’s volume. His work should be warmly welcomed
in all Catholic schools and colleges. By introducing youthful minds to the great
masters of English verse and prose, it will inspire them with a desire of reading the
best that has been thought and written in our language.
THE BEAUTY AND TRUTH OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH; Sermons from
the German, adapted and edited by REV. HDWARD.JONES. St. Louis, B. Herder.
LOL A326 Dp. PS is2o;
Of the sermons of Heinrich von Hurter, Archbishop Ireland, in the “Introduction”
to the English translation says: “They ave accepted by competent critics as masterpieces of sacred oratory,— correct in doctrine, apt in practical application, lucid in
form and style.

In them is to be found, in graceful and proper measure, that which

' makes the peculiar mevit of every good sermon,—the commingling of ‘the old’ and of

‘the new’; ‘the old,—the Gospel of divine truth, which the divine Model of all
preachers bade abide until the end of time, which must never suffer alteration or
diminution
; ‘the new, ’—the opportune explanation of the teaching of Jesus Christ,
in view

of present conditions

of human

thought

and action.”

The collection.

of

which this is the first volume, with four more to follow, ought to appeal very
strongly to those charged with the preaching of God's word. The sermons in the
printed form, make fine reading for the general reader as well.
THE

MAGIC

OF THE

SEA,

OR

COMMODORE

MAKING, by CAPTAIN JAMES CONNOLLY.
554 pp., $1.50.

JOHN

BARRY

IN

St. Louis, B. Herder.

The story opens on St. Martin’s Eve, in Wexford Bay.

THE

1911.

It develops by kinetoscopie

presentation of numerous and varied scenes from ‘nautical and social life.
The
pictures drawn by the experienced author are made doubly interesting by the thrilling
adventures of Shane Ronan, alias Shane Mullaney, and Jack Barry, on the one hand,
and the interesting and lovable personalities of Maccha and other Daughters ofLiberty
onthe other.
Made to act anew the naval and domestic life of the colonial times. we
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are brought face to face with men and women of fresh and blood, swayed by the
mighty impulses of liberty and love.
Though long as to number of pages, the story is ever fresh, owing to the variety of
situations placed in their historical settings.

Valor and manliness both on land and

sea are prominently portrayed in the conduct of John Barry, ‘the Father of the
American Navy.”
PAUL OF TARSUS, JOHN THE BELOVED, in two volumes, by M. T. KELLY.
St. Louis, B. Herder. 1911. 80 pp., 25 cents each.
Two very fine little books. Much care has evidently been bestowed on them by
the author, as the numerous references to standard works testify. The characteristics
of the two Apostles are strikingly depicted. The style is clear and pleasing. Altogether
two valuable books, despite the very modest size and price.

LOL DEXIL, by EDMOND THIRIET. - Paris, P. Péqui.

1911.

A beautiful romance based on contemporaneous French manners.

320 pp., 3.50 fr.
On the one hand

the author sets before us a politician who thinks only of proscriptions and. who ‘insanely attacks everything that results from religious faith.
On the other hand, the
writer describes a soldier who knows no other worship than that of his sword and

flag.
Under the influence of the gospel this military soul discovers the truth. Lastly,
a gracious lady, owing to her qualities of mind and heart, fostered by religion. touches
the heart of the socialist politician.

LOURDES LES
Paris, Blour & Cie.

The plot is beautiful in its simplecity.

PELERINAGES, by CORNET JEAN
1911.
195 pp., 2.50 fr.

DE

PHAUCORPS.

Lourdes furnishes an inexhaustible supply for any writer.
Though much has been
said and written of Lourdes, every author has his own particular impressions to
communicate, colored with piety and love.
The present work is original in every
respect and inspires the reader with a longing to be an eye-witness of all the scenes
described.
.

LES MARIES-LOUISES, by EDWARD MONTIER.
281 pp., 2:50 fr.

Paris, Bloud & Cie.

1911.

This novel gives us an historical account of young men of seventeen forced by
Napoleon into military service in 1813.
The author studies the psychology of the
recalcitrant conscripts whose bravery could have been suspected at the very start. The
book, though dramatic and historical, has the charm of an attractive romance.

THE VISION OF MASTER REGINALD, Friar Preacher, by H. M. CAPES.
St. Louis, B. Herder.
1911.
178 pp., 75 cents, net.
“The Vision of Blessed Reginald” is practically a biography.

It gives the reader

an interesting glimpse of ‘‘early days’ in the Dominican Order. Blessed Reginald
was one of St. Dominic’s early disciples—the best-beloved™of his early sons.
The
interesting career of Reginald before meeting St. Dominic, as well as his wonderful
achievements as a Friar Preacher, are well described in the book before us, and make
interesting and edifying reading.
The several chapters entitled ‘‘“A Dominican Convent in the Thirteenth Century,” are a valuable addition to the book.
HISTORY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE, by REUBEN POST HALLECOK,
M.A.

Cincinnati, American Book Company.

1911.

431 pp., $1.25.

A most valuable contribution to the literature on this topic.
His condensed but
exhaustive study of the formative period of our literature, so often totally ignored or
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superficially treated, is a unique and recommendable feature of this volume.
Perhaps
some will deny the necessity of so detailed an account of the humble beginnings of
our literature.
They may object that thus too much space was allotted to early and
apparently unimportant writers that could have been devoted more profitably to wellknown authors given only a passing mention in the “Supplementary List’ of this book.
To this objection it may be answered:

Easy access is possible to the works of later

writers. through their wide-spread diffusion, but owing to the dearth of manuscripts
too little is known of these earlier writers, who were instrumental in the formation

of genuine American Literature, imbued with American ideals and American principles.
Moreover, the summaries, historical and literary references, collateral readings,
questions and suggestions, subjoined to every group of authors, must necessarily
facilitate the study of the subject matter, endear this text-book to every student of
literature, and make him eager to drink deep at he founain of American literature
ubbbling over. with democratic feeling, democratic ideals, and democratic aspirations.
CHAUCER, by H. LEGOUIS.

-.Paris, Bloud & Cie.

1910.

261 pp.

Any student that has ever studied a text-book on English literature
great influence France exercised on our poets of the age of Chauser.
specialty is the study of English literature, the present volume, written
man’s point of view, ought to prove interesting and novel, but at
instructive.

is aware of the
To those whose
from a Frenchthe same time

For the author in a’suggestive study delincates in a masterly way the

Southern influences which worked on Chaucer, and his conjectures as to the origin and
development of the Canterbury tales are not to be scorned.
LES SOEURS BRONTE, by ERNEST DIMNET.
276 pp.

Paris.

Bloud & Cie.

1910.

M. Dimnet. in the above critical biography, reveals to the French public the existehce of the Blonté sisters among the writers of first class English fiction.
He portrays the life of these remarkable but unfortunate women with critical insight, sensitive sympathy, and an artistic style for which he is well-known in England and in

France.
The tone of morbid pathos which permeate so many of the biographies of
these literary sisters is wholly absent from the above work, and English readers will
certainly obtain a juster appreciation of the authors of Jane Eyre and Wuthering

Heights from the perusal of ‘Les Soeurs Bronté.”’
THE MYSTERY OF THE PRIEST’S PARLOR, by GENEVIEVE IRONS. —
St. Louis, B. Herder. 1911. 341 pp., $1.60.
Time: 1888 to 1910. Principal scenes; Beckdale village in northern England,
and the English island penitentiary of Fort Granite. This novel bids fair to
outshine the popularity, of “That Printer of Udell’s,’ “Glenanaar,”’ and “The
Rosary.”
Its style is crisp and cleancut, descriptions and characters being
hit off with a few graphic strokes; its technique, combining interest of plot,
characterization, and purpose, is far beyond the ordinary. The climax of the
plot is the tragic death of Otterburn.

It was soon discovered that this was

met by the blow of the fist dealt him on the back of the head, whilst he was
sitting in the priests’s parlor, but the author of the crime is enshrouded in
mystery to both magistrates and reader. With bated breath we seek for the
unraveling of the mystery, and the denouement is almost a stroke of genius.
The characterization is no less remarkable than the plot. The characters stand
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the severest test of motive. Contrast brings their distinctive traits into high
relief. Thomas Driffield is a character most difficult to create; Otterburn is
a study; and Father Hardy and his mother, both truly saintly and intensely
human at once, lend a tone of spirituality to the novel. The purpose of this
novel, brought home only by careful reading, is to illustrate that “God knows
how to turn evil into good.’ The evil, the murder of Otterburn, puts him,
who had. spoiled lives and homes enough for one man, beyond the possibility
of furtherharming Lilian and of ruining many others; it brings Father Hardy
the ardently desired blessing, the chalice of suffering; it delivers another from
severe temptation, keeps his heart pure for many years, and finally rejoices

him with a second Rachel; and it converts the murderer himself.
MASTER AND MAID, by L. ALLEN HARKER. New York, Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1911. 315 pp., $1.25.
The headmaster of an English boarding school is made guardian of a bewitching Irish lassie, vivacious, talented, fond ef bon comeraderie.
The sedate
pedagog is extremely non plussed what to do with her, the boys all go wild
about her beauty and her voice, but she has no eyes save for Tony, her guardian, A charming love story indeed; her somewhat unique character influences
the various characters depicted in such wise as to be a help to the discipline
of the school, thus aiding the master in his work, helping to uplift the moral
tone of the school and creating an atmosphere of gentility seldom met with
in boarding schools. The language is pure and simple.
TRAILS OF THE PATHFINDER, by GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.
New
York, Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1911. 460 pp. $1.50.
The history of the early explorers, their daring feats as hunters, trappers,
and frontiersmen will always be of unrivaled interest to young and old. The
author in this book gives a number of the most exciting and important of these
stories, such that are of history, but told almost entirely in the words of the
explorers themselves. Such men as Mackenzie, Carver, Lewis and Clark, Pike,
Alexander Henry, and Fremont tell the youths of our generation what it
_ means to be a man, brave and God-fearing; they tell them of the stirring times
and trials of their career, of the hairbreadth escapes and imminent perils
from savage man and beast, by storm and flood, by sickness, cold and starva-

tion. A more wholesome fascination for boys than this book gives is seldom
met with.
STANTON WINS, by ELEANOR M. INGRAM.
Indianapolis.
The BobbsMerrill Co; 1911. 257 pp., $1.00.
An interesting automobile story in which Jes Floyd, or rather, Jessica Floyd,
is the hero and heroine. Through a strange dispensation of Providence, this
brave girl had the natural endowment of a well-trained boy, the physical endurance of a man; during the day she wore the habiliments of a man in the

workshop of the Mercury Auto Company, and in the evening in her isolated
home, alone with her father, she donned frocks and frills.
The romance
with Stanton, the daredevil racer, is unique and as his mechanician, Jes be-

comes invaluable for services rendered. At last he discovers that Jes and
Jessica are not brother and sister, but one and the same person, and they be-
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come teammated and are now running their car ef Destiny together as man
and wife.

ESSENCE OF HONEYMOON, by H. PERRY ROBINSON. New York, Harper
Brothers. 1911. 312 pp., $1.50.
This thoroughly delightful and clean bit of fiction deals with the amusing
experiences of the newly-married “Jack” and “Euphemia,”’ who start out on
their honeymoon trip with the mutual understanding of not letting the
“outsiders” suspect that they are “newly-weds.” But their efforts in imitating
the ways of older couples are not sufficiently natural to prevent the fact of their
recent marriage from piercing the veil of make-believe. In consequence, chapter follows chapter, brimming with innocent pleasantries and thrillingly embarrassing situations.
The scene is entirely in England, and the element of sport enters into very
many of the episodes, thus promising to make the book very popular. The
greatest charm of the novel is to be found in the simplicity of the narrative
and in the characters of hero and heroine whom one cannot help but love,
Vulgarity does not mar the story.
The fact that the author might be accused of lack of unity in his story is
met at the outset by the frank statement that no man on his honeymoon is
ever expeced to talk or think consecutively, and continues: “If you want a
different set of incidents or a different method, you must get some body else
to tell you.of theirs—or let a professional writer of fiction make one up.”
AN INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY, with some Educational Applications,
by MELBOURNE STUART READ. Boston, Ginn and Company. 1911. 309 pp.,
$1.00.
The present volume sets forth the essential principles of the study of
psychology. It is the fruit of many years of personal experience and observa. tion in the class-room. As such the author has endeavored to render his work
interesting and appealable to the average student of philosophical questions,
by bringing the matters discussed into close relation with the reader’s experience.
The book will likewise appeal to all those engaged in the work of education.
The principles involved in structural and functional treatment, in psychological
and child psychology, in experimental investigation, in introspection and observation of the non-laboratory type, are made to stand forth in unmistakeable
evidence. Useful applications of the teaching and learning processes are made,
that will be a help to both the master and the pupil. The book may therefore be used with good results in norma! schools and in the elementary courses
of colleges.

LE NOUVEAU TESTAMENT DONS L EGLISE CHRETIENNE, by £. JACQUIER. Vol. I. Paris, Victor Lecoffre, J. Gabalda and Cie. 1911. 450 pp.,
3.50 francs.
This present study is from the able pen of a man who is universally recognized as an authority in scriptural questions. It is especially welcome, as the
subject in question has been a vehemently

cades.

discussed topic these past few de-

Those who have kept in touch with the subject have seen how rational-
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ists and atheists have tried to destroy the authenticity of the New Testament
books by fixing their origin outside of the apostolic era. But of late some
very capable students of the rationalist school have been forced to change their
dates, and these agree

pretty

closely

with those

given by Catholic

authors.

The history, therefore, of the New Testament books in the light of the above
concessions, is very opportune.

The author, with a persistency that borders on the marvellous, establishes
the existence of the various books, by describing their fortune throughout the
centuries. From this study clearly result th notion of their authenticity, of
their inspiration, which implies apostolic origin, conformity with doctrinal
teaching,

and

their

acceptation

by

the

entire

Church;

and

finally

of

their

canonicity which has definitely promulgated by the Council of Trent. All students of Sacred Scripture who wish to have a choice, exegetical library will not
fail to add the present volume to their collection,
GREEK IMMIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES, by HENRY PRATT
FAIRCHILD. New Haven, Yale University Press. 1911. 278 pp., $2.00, net.
This book is one of but few available sources of information on a question
that has assumed quite some importance within late years, and that is likely
to continue so for a number of years to come. The treatment appears very
painstaking and, in the main, exact—statistics being freely quoted.
Several
statements in Chapter III., “Religion and Language,” are unsatisfactory and
misleading. Catholics who read them will, it is hoped, “know better.” The
author divides his subject into three parts, each one subdivided into a number
of chapters.
Sixteen fine illustrations enhance the value of the book very
much.
Printing and binding are excellent, and the book is an acceptable
addition to any library.
AMERICA IN THE MAKING, by LYMAN ABBOTT.
New Haven, Yale
University Press. 1911. 233 pp., $1.15, net.
The underlying idea of these lectures is that America’s making is in the
hands of Americans—a responsibility toward ourselves and vested in ourselves.
Mr. Abbott treats the subject in five “Lectures,” viz.: “The America of To-day,”
“Political Responsibilities,” “Industrial Responsibilities,’ “Responsibilities to
Dependent

People,’

and

“Religious

Responsibilities.”

America

is

a

‘“com-

posite’ nation and many problems are before it. The author of the “Lectures”
has succeeded in investing his subject with an interest and even charm that
one hardly looks for in a treatise of the kind. His book is a distinct contribution to the literature of sociology.
CLOISTER CHORDS, by SISTER M. FIDES SHEPPERSON. Chicago, Ainsworth and Company. 1911. i31 pp., 50 cents.
A series of articles mainly of a religious or educational nature. A fair idea
of the trend of thought that runs_through the book can be gleaned from the

headings of chapters such as the following: ‘The Scholastic Year,” ‘A Plea
for the Study of Latin,’ “Sodalists as an Aid to Schools,” “Our Dead,” “Westminster Abbey,’ “Adelaide Procter,’ “Thomas 4 Kempis,” “Valedictory,” ete.
On page 78 there is a reference to “Verdi cantatas,’ which has puzzled the reviewer, The makeup of the book is in good taste, and on the whole it ought
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to prove what the author intends it to be—a suitable teacher’s gift book, a
cordial token of mutual, helpful good will among teachers.
SAINT BONAVENTURE, by the REV. FR. LAWRENCE COSTELLOE,
O. F..M. New York, Longmans, Green, and Company. 1911. 122 pp., 50 cents.
This is the first Franciscan Life of the “Series of Lives of the Friar Saints.”
It is a most interesting history of the “Seraphic Doctor” in his as a student,
as minister general, as archbishop, and as cardinal.

Much of the early history

of the Franciscan Order is, in the nature of things, “part and parcel” of the
Saint’s life, and incorporated as such in the biography.
The spirit of St.
Francis is a much-discussed subject nowadays, even among those outside the
fold. Those in quest of information on this point will find much to interest
them in the life of St. Bonaventure, the so-called “Second Founder of the
Franciscan Order’—the man who engrafted on “St. Francis’ ideal of contemplation and zeal the systematic pursuit of learning,’ and thus furnished
“the ideal to which the modern Franciscan tends.” As for the general reader,
he will find in the book before us a most attractive biography of one of God’s
great saints, one of those whose teaching and example pass down the centuries for the uplifting of their fellow beings.
SAINT THOMAS AQUINAS, by REV. FR. PLACID CONWAY, O. P. New
York, Longmans, Green, and Company. 1911. 120 pp., 50 cents.
This is the first Dominican Life of the “Friar Saints’ Series.” The treatment
followed in the life of the “Angelic Doctor’ is somewhat peculiar. As the
author remarks in the Preface: “Years are but as a day with God, hence a
gracious life may be presented for our contemplation as He evolved it, in its
periods of Morn, Noon, and Evening, followed by the Night, when after toil
it passed into glory.” Accordingly the life is divided into four parts entitled
as above, each part being subdivided into several chapters. A_ bibliography
and several fine illustrations add to the value of the book. The style is very
attractive and interest is maintained throughout. The opportuneness of a good ~*
biography of St. Thomas is adverted to in the Preface, “on the revival of
scholastic learning in the domains of Philosophy and Theology, of which St.
Thomas was the highest exponent, while he stands supreme as the patron of
the Christian school.”
“DEER JANE,” by ISABEL CECILIA WILLIAMS.
and Sons. 1911. 160 pp.

New York, P. J.. Kenedy

The life stories of an unselfish, charity-souled maiden, and of her. bighearted and elderly husband. The tale is a happy mixture of impetuosity, sentiment, and slang on the part of the younger characters, and of love for the

suffering and poor and domestic affection on the part of the elder.
THE REVOLT AT ROSKELLY’S; by WILLIAM CAINE. New York, G. P.
Putnam’s Sons. 1911. 361 pp., $1.25, net.
Roskelly’s was. an extremely pleasant hotel in Cornwall, a place where
- “gentlemen” with a taste for golf and sketching might be glad to put in a
couple

of

months.

But

woe

to

the

“plebs’”

that

came

to

Roskelly’s

for

a

vacation: the treatment they received at the hands of the ‘“‘best people’ was
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anything but encouraging. Howa revolution in the state of affairs was accomplishd through the instrumentality of an old gentleman named Mr. Yule, is
humorously and charmingly related in the novel. Mr. Yule is about as fine an
old gent as one could meet; he is so simple, so guileless, so friendly, so singlehearted in his purpose to please, so unconventional, that one cannot help loving
him.
The author shows rare power in his delineation of character, and he
handles the climax and the big surprise of the plot in a masterly manner.
DR. DUMONT, by FLORENCE GILMORE.

St. Louis, B. Herder.

1911.

123

pp., 50 cents.
This is the story of a patient, long-suffering man, whose charities for others
have reduced him to poverty. Added to his many troubles, under which he
bears up so resignedly, are the exactions of a spendthrift son and a fast-failing
medical practice. His one ray of sunshine is the coming of his daughter home
from school. The one great endeavor of the doctor, though apparently hopeless is to win back his son to the ways of good. This intensely beautiful and
entirely Catholic story is brought to an end in the Doctor’s return to wealth
and comfort in an unlooked-for way, after many years of struggling poverty.
Interwoven with the story is a beautiful love tale.
THE MAN WITHOUT A FACH, by ALBERT BOISSIERE. New York, G. W.
Dillingham Company. 1911. 339 pp., $1.25, net.
“The Man Without a Face” is an English version, by Florence Crewe Jones,
of L’Homme Sans Figure, by Albert Boissiére.
It is the story of the sculptor,
Barabbas, King of Fools, who, to save his son, Polydore, takes upon himself
the guilt of the latter’s crime. In his escape from justice, the father meets the
American

millionaire,

Addison

Kingsby.

The

latter

proves

the making and

unmaking, or vic versa, of each character that comes in contact with him.
At one time Barabbas, who has now become alias Douglass the Wise, and
possessor of millions, asserts his personality. We expecte a resurrection, but
the moral atrophy of his past still keep him a tool in the hand of his evil
genius. Every character portrayed in the book belongs to the school of wax
sunfish trained by Kingsby. He is their “deity of Chance” and their “providence.” Whilst working for the last and grand revenge, the desire of years,
Kingsby fall as first victim. It is the life-story of a powerful man with the
genius to bring about the fulfillment of his selfish desires. The book is a volume of tragedies, mental, moral, and physical.
THE RETURN, by WALTER DE LA MARE.

1911.

354 pp., $1.25, net.

New York, G. P. Putnam’s Sons.

‘

A book to take high rank among the mystical novels. In an enchanting manner Mr. De La Mare tells the story of the transformation undergone by a
certain Mr. Lawford amidst circumstances quite uncanny. In the development
that follows the metamorphosis, we see Lawford under pressure of some terrific strain, in awful conflict with unseen powers. Unchecked he follows the
voices of some atrocious spiritual influences. Powerless are wife, daughter,’ and
friends to aid him. In his search for peace he meets a helpful stranger and the
latter’s sympathetic sister. The book contains living ideas for all who realize
with how many miracles everyday life is besieged. It is a story which once
read can never be forgotten.
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SWITZERLAND TO-DAY: A Study in Social Progress, by VIRGINIA M.
CRAWFORD. St. Louis, B. Herder. 1911. 135 pp., 50 cents.
This volume deals with the history and development of Catholic activities
in social, educational, and industrial fields since the time of those two great
political and religious upheavals known in Swiss history as the War of the
Sonderbund (1847) and the Kulturkampf (1870-75). The story of the incepiton of the Social Movement under Doctor Decurtins is vividly told. If any
nation is endowed with a veritable passion for education, it is the Swiss; and
in this connection just praise is meted out to Georges Python, whom the sturdy
University of Fribourg knows as its founder. In vocational, technical, agricultural, and continuation schools, as well as in model schools of domestic economy,
the rest of the world has much to learn from the Catholic canton of Fribourg.
The strong democratic sense of the Swiss people is shared by the women equally
with the men, and the Swiss woman’s activities are happily devoid of that spirit
of patronage so evident in England and

America

where there

are so many

“Ladies Bountiful.” It is also recalled to our minds that the International
Association for the Protection of Young Girls was founded and still has its
headquarters at Fribourg; some three thousand affiliated institutions are
spread from Japan to Chili and Brazil.
In short, this book of 130 pages is replete with information which it would
be well for all classes of the laity and clergy to gather and which exhibits a
spirit of present-day Switzerland which is a beacon-light to sister nations.
SOME PLAIN SERMONS, by REV. THOMAS L. KELLY, LL.D. St. Louis,
B. Herder. 1911. 319 pp, $1.00, net.
Father Kelly was at one time editor of the “Providence Visitor,” and in that
capacity wrote several sermons or homelies. Some eight years ago, when urged
by his brethren of the Providence diocese to publish them, he was afflicted with
paralysis. Having partially recovered, he sends forth these sermons, perhaps
the last he will ever preach. Their brevity and pointedness are most commendable. There is no attempt at “nice” things and flashiness; nothing but the
solid truth, which is all the more forcible, because it is not disguised in paltry
circumlocution.
A TRUE HIDALGO, by HAROLD BINNS. St. Louis, B. Herder. 1911. 323
DD2.-$1.35.
This story is a translation of the Spanish novel, “Boy,” written by Don
Louis Coloma, of the Spanish Academy. The book portrays the various ranks
of Spanish Society at the time of the Revolution of 1869. “Boy,” the hero, is
a “young devil of a cherub,” “a radiant angel and irresistably lovable young
rascal.” His patient and loyal friend will prove a model for many a soulbrother. The book holds one’s interest throughout. The broken life of the
hero with its tragic, though blessed end, makes him live with us after we
have placed the book aside,
THE HERMIT OF DREAMS, by RUTH TEMPLE LINDSAY.
St. Louis,
B. Herder. 1911. 171 pp., $1.00.
When a person commences to read this book he becomes so fascinated by the
hermit’s tales that he cannot put it aside. Each of the five stories transports
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us to the land of the spirit, into the world of mysticism. The authoress has
presented us characters with grappling personalities, one “with a brilliant
imagination and a strong will wooed by God to the service of “Effectual Love”;
another, who lost his saintship and won a soul from hell; a third, “an unfathomed soul’? who lived her life in the Light of the Vision; the fourth, a priest,
who, winning souls to God, had lost entirely his belief in God, but “the Will—
trained to perfection by years of discipline—rose up at the bugle call and
grappled with Hell around it.’ After reading the fifth story the reader must
say, “There are more things in heaven and earth than in your philosophy.”
As a literary production the book will certainly hold its own if not surpass
any other book of mystical stories.
THE LITTLE HOUSE UNDER THE HILL, by CLARA MULHOLLAND. New
York, Benziger Brothers.

1911.

217 pp., 75 cents.

An interesting and delightful juvenile. Doctor Easton, on account of poor
health, goes abroad accompanied by his wife. Their seven children are placed
under the care of an earnest little woman, Prudence Evergreen. Her practical philosophy insures contentment at the Hawthornes, the country home.
“Work” is th watchword in her realm.
The children are not mere paper
dolls, but real boys and girls, full of life and blood, industrious and wellbehaved, at the same time having their little troubles and periods of unrest.
Their merry laughter resounds on every page. Their kindness to Tessie and
Phyllis Lovell brings a delicious joy, which is overshadowed by the great
calamity, only to show us a sympathy and unselfishness, rightly rewarded by
increased happiness. The reader must certainly congratulate the parents upon
their return, for having such model children.
We also acknowledge receipt of the following, which will be reviewed in a later
number of the Exponent.
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